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The other day we had the occasion to visit with a group of
ladies in one of the many worthwhile community
organizations
around here. We chatted with
the ladies for a long while and
told them how much we appreciated their group, their work, and
most of all their visits to Fulton.
Our last remark was not taken
as well as we thought it would
and one of the ladies explained
why. She said: "Maybe you do,
Mrs. Editor, but I wonder how
many others do. One Saturday I
went to Fulton tOsll6p and-as I
'Waited in one of the crowded
stores to be waited on, a lady said
that if she had realized it was
Saturday when all the "country
hunks" come to town, she would
have stayed home"
The statement shocked us, of
course. It is our firm opinion that
visitors to Fulton stores by the
people in the surrounding communities are the things that keep
us all alive. We do not discount
for a moment
that the
local
business is fine and appreciated,
but without our farmer friends
shopping here, things
would
show a marked difference.
It was certainly not the fault
of the store-owner that such a remark was made, he wouldn't
have had :it
happen for anything. But -things of this nature
encourage mail order buying and
out-of-town shopping.
Its time
we do a little more hand-shaking
with our farmer friends and
show them how much, how very
much, we appreciate their patronage.
The OR driver had had a Anil
accident. The insurance company
man was at the widow's house
and was presenting her with a
check for 825,000, double idemnity payment on his life insurance. The widow was crying and
unconsolable. She looked at the
check and whimpered: "I'd give
$15.000 of this to have him back
again!"
It's good to see Elston McQuire
back at his familiar post at the
A and P Grocery. Elston has been
on his vacation to points of interest in Dukedom, Buena Vista
and Mayfield. He's had a wonderful time traveling to all these
places and the other members of
the A and P gang are sure anxious to listen when he tells of
that big trip.
On
vacation at the present
time is Leon Fields, manager of
A and P. Leon is having
an
equally interesting time traveling and one of the big things he
did was to get a goat and have it
barbecued at Union City. He's
doing some big getting around
in Memphis, too and if you don't
believe it ask J. D,, his brother
In the produce department, who
told us all this news.
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The Kids Won't like It
Schools Start Sept. 4 -11

Hungry Thief Enters

University of Ky.
Lexington, KY.

847

Number Thirty-Four
14,

SAILS FOR OVERSEAS

vs 21670 Gain In
Business For Ten-Year Span

Beadles Home With
Feast In Mind

If you see a gent, or a woman,
for that matter, with an unusually well fed look, they've been to
South
Fulton
and Fulton Faculty
meetings
for
bothl Frank and Florence
Beadles'.
schools will open the first and schools will be held in advance' The ebrson in mention was not
plan
second weeks in September, re- of opening
a visitor however, but a culprit,
spectively, the
heads of both year's work.
who burgalarized their home the
M
Iin H
foorlIaf tris:
daysag
nrnaotduo
schools announced today.
Mac
tudetnhe
ts other evening .. . of such things
Burrow, principal of South Fulton has set September 4 as open- perrnitfing them to enter sqlool as a roast, chickens, eggs, fruit
ing day, while Supt. Laurence W. if their sixth birthday falls with- and a dozen 'other things.
Holland announces September 11 in 30 days after the opening of
supper and
It was shortly a
for the opening of Fulton schools. school. First grade students are
to report to school on September Florence had put a y the sup8, accompanied by their parents. per things and gon upstairs to
In the Fulton schools one posi- wash her hair. She had no oction remains to be filled, while casion to go back to the kitchen
Mr. Burrow at South-Fulton re- that night, but the next morning
ported a completed faculty. The when she started preparing for
South Fulton school will have an the noon meal she discovered the
The many friends in Fulton of organized and unit this year for roast gone. Funny, she thought,
the first time.inmany years. The and then started doing a little
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco are band will be under the direction looking. The deep freeze had
the of Smith Stephens •of
sympathizing with them in
Water been entered and chickens and
little 19- Valley who will also teach classes other goodies stolen. Going back
tragic loss of their
to the ice-box the eggs, bacon,
month old son, George David,' in chorus.
what else had
Fulton fruit, no telling
who was killed when struck by! The complete South
disappeared!
an automobile Monday after- faculty follows:
Miss 'Myrtle
Brane, Mrs.
Florence says she's still findoccurred
accident
noon. The
wandered onto , Frances Harper, first grade; Mrs. ing where the burglar visited and
when the child
the highway. He was struck by George Crafton,_ 'Miss 'Maudie the solution she gives is that he
an automobile driven by Mrs.' Pepper, second grade; Mrs. Rop- was' a mighty hungry thief.
Boatwright of Marshall
John
(Continued on Page 8)
CountyThe child was taken to River- '
side Hospital in
Paducah by Rain and Clouds Didn't
Dampen Spirits of
Watkins.
State Trooper Billy
The youngster died on arrival.
Scouts in Memphis
Mrs. Boatwright told officers she
did not see the child and realDespite the fact that it was a
Judge Charles I. Dawson, Remorning Thurs- publican
ized she had run over him only rainy, , cloudy
candidate for United
after the accident- had occurred. day, nine cars carrying 30 Fulton States
Senator, will fire the
Mr. Jaco has been principal of Boy Scouts 'left here at 5:30 a. m. openifig guns of his campaign at
the Fulton High School for the for Memphis where they made a a Republican rally to be held in
past three years.
Newport, Kentucky, September
tour of the city.
Funeral services were held
accompanied on 12.
They were
Tuesday
afternoon at Briens- the trip by Elbert Johns Field
Jouett Ross Todd and Mrs. S.
burg Church near Benton with Scout Representative and Louis M. Pace,
Co-chairmen for the
burial in the church cemetery. Weaks, District Scout Commiss- 1950 Republican Campaign
anBesides his
parents the baby ioner, and parents of the boys.
nounced the rally would open at
leaves two brothers, Noel
and , The Scouts sat in on the Juv- 8:00 P. M. (C. D. T.) at
the
Danny and- a sister, Katie Jean. I enile Court of Judge
Camille Knights of Columbus Hall. The
The News
joins the
many , Kelly at 2 p. m and also visited program will be broadcast on a
friends of the family in extend-.l the Ford and Firestone Plants,
Ing sympathy to them at this Press Scirditar, swimming pool
tinse.
and other points of interest.

DAVID 1
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Retail, wholesale, and service establishments located in Fulton
County, Kentucky, showed a substantiai exapnsion in dollar volume of trade from 1939 to 1948 according to preliminary figures
from the 1948 Census of Business released today by the Bureau of
the Census, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Retail..-sales in the county during 1948 aggregated $12 0 million,
an increase of 216 percent over the $3.8 million in 1939, when the
preceding Census of Business was taken. Wholesale sales in the
county reached a total of $4.8 million in 1948 as compared with
$2.3 million in 1939. The service trades included in the Census of
Business recorded receipts totaling $591,000 in 1948 compared with
$197,000 in 1939.
Employment in the county also rose over the 9-year period
between 1939 and 1948 for the above trades. Establishments in these
Cpl. William E. Byars, son of trades reported a combined total of 852 paid employees for the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Byars who workweek ended nearest November 15, 1948. This compared with
sailed from a San Francisco port a total of 610 employees reported for the week of November 15,
of embarkation last week. He is
•(> The figures were sent to the
probably the first Fulton boy to
News by Congressman
Noble
sail overseas to the Korean war.
Gregory, as a public service to
He is a member of the First Baphis constituents in Fulton Countist Church.
ty.
His address is:
This series of releases, of which
All members of the
Fulton one is planned for each county in
Cpl. William E. Byars "
Hdq..iBtry. 68AAA Gen. Bn. Country Club are especially ur- the United States, presents prelAPO 660
ged to attend an important meet- iminary results of the 1948 Census of Business. The information
San Francisco, Calif.
ing of the club to be held,. to- is based on reports submitted by
o'clock
seven
at
night (Friday)
business establishments for that
cn the club grounds. A report Census. The figures shown are
of the drive, now in progress, to preliminary, and are subject to
raise funds for a clubhouse will revision in the final Census publications, but the changes are exbe made.
minor
a pected to be relatively
The meeting will feature
stationwide radio network.
pot luck supper with members with respect to coverage. The fiJudge Dawson promises to be bringing food for their party and nal Census figures will be issued
in a series of Business Censux
a fighting candidate according to guests if any are invited.
the Republican, State Campaign
Warren Johnson, president of bulletins which will show addiCommittee.
the club and Bob White, presi- tional detailed kind-of-business
A native of Logan
County dent of the Woidlawn Land Com- information for all places where
Kentucky, Judge Dawson is well pany will discuss proposed plans there are a sufficient number of
known throughout the State and for the clubhouse. Committee establishments.
nation He Was educated at Be- members soliciting funds report
thel College, Russellville,
the that the half-way mark in the
University of Kentucky and Bow- goal has been reached with half
ling Green Business University. of the amount solicited being in
He was Attorney General
of cash and the balance in pledges.
Kentucky -and Federal Judge for,
Funeral services for Jes Foree
the Western District of Kentucky
Language is the only instru301.kire.ars,. His daughter, Mrs. , ment of science, and words are Nichols, legislator, city attorney,
city
judge and beloved Fulton-Arch fluddleston, Jr., is a prom- but the signs of ideas. — Samuel
Ian will be held Friday afternoon
Inert resident of Fulton.
Johnson.
•
from his residence. Mr. Nichols
had been in failing health for a
number of years, but was able to
be out at intervals. He died Wednesday morning at five a. m. He
was 78.
Mr. Nichols served in the Kentucky General
Funeral services for Fulton's 1894.
Assembly from
oldest citizen, Isaac Robert NoMr. Nolen was the son of the Ballard and Carlisle counties beFulton nia.ny
len, 99, were held Monday after- late William and Hulda Baker fore moving to
Methodist Nolen.
First
years ago. He was born in Blandnoon at the
ville, Ky. on November 16, 1872.
Church, with Rev. C. E. Hawkins,
He was a member of the MethA
devout
member of the
pastor of the church officiating. odist Church and was active in
Burial under direction of Paul both church and
civic affairs Christian Church he took an active part in the activities of the
Hornbeak Funeral Home was in here for many years.
church He was also a member of
Fairview Cemetery.
Mr. Nolen leaves his wife;
Mr. Nolen was a rare human three sons, William I. Nolen of the local Masonic Lodge. He was
being who enjoyed his full life Dunedin, Fla., J. Robert Nolen of a graduate of Transylvania Colto the utmost. Had he lived un- Dexter, Mo., and Marvin B. No- lege. He practiced law in Fulton
til May 14, 1951 he would have len of Chagrin Falls, Ohio; and for many years.
Judge,Dawson.
V. Perry L. Stone, pastor of
been 100 years old and could have a daughter, Mrs. Bettie Bennett
boasted of the fact that he fully of Fulton; two
grandaughters, the church will conduct the serSquirrels
In
Plenty
lived each of his many years. As Betty Boyd
Bennett of Fulton Vices with burial in the Bardthe and Mary
a boy of ten he witnessed
McAfee of Norfolk, •well Cemetery. The Masons will
Kentucky This Season
enjoyed more. Va.; a great
Civil War, and
and
nd a have charge of the services at
grandson
the grave.
recounting his great granddaughter.
Initial reports from through- than anything
more
a
He leaves his wife, a daughter,
indicate
youthful experiences in that terout the state
Mrs. R. J. Armstrong of Detroit,
bountiful supply of squirrels this rible war. He came to Fulton in CARD RECEIVED
two sisters, Mrs. Sallie Blow of
year, the Division of Game and 1876 and entered the sheet me-. FROM BERTES PIGUE
Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs. U.
Fish announced today, in point- al business with his father • as IN WASHINGTON, D. C.
rt.
Evans of Ferryday, La., and seving out that the squirrel season the William,Nolen and Son Sheet
eral
connieces
and
week
and
August
20
Works.
He
retired
from
this
Metal
Received a card
nephews.
opened on
Active pallbears will be memhis business several years ago. from Bert's Pigue, currently vatinues through November 5.
bers
of
the
that
ren•iinded
Washington,
D.
C.
local
He
was
first
married
are
to
Mary
,
cationing
in
Masonic Lodge.
Hunters
Good of Evansville, Bertes reports that "his e'yes are They are: Frank Beadles, Clarthe daily bag limit again is six 'Elizabeth
Harry Potter,
with a possession limit of 12, and Ind., and to this union four chil- i bulging, with so many things to ence Pickering,
that each hunter must have a dren were born. Following her see". We agree that its a "nice Dewey Crocker, Kenneth Lancounty license for•the county in death in 1893, he married the for- place to spend a vacation". You nom and George James. HonorWilkerson, of sure spend, and
spend,
and ary pallbearers
will be
which he is hunting -or a state- mer Elizabeth
John
Melton, Gaines Legg, Lloyd
Graves County near Mayfield in spend!
wide permit.
Boaz, Jim Lowe, Ernest Brady,
Noah Simpson, B. G. Huff, H.
Homra, Jennings Kearby, Dr. .1.
A. Poe and all members of the
legal profession of the city.

REPORT DUE TONITE
ON CLUBHOUSE FUND

Judge Dawson To Open Fighting
Carnpoin In Newport, on Sept. 12

MRS.ALMA FRENCH COBB HAS REPUTATION
AS POETESS; YE OWE EDITORS TAKE BOW

The many Fulton
County poem by Mrs. Cobb So that her
friends of Mrs. Alma French friends may
enjoy the poem,
Cobb, formerly of near Fulton (especially
those of us at the
and now of Memphis, Tenn., will News) we publish it herewith:
be delighted to learn that she is
gaining quite a reputation as a
A LIFTED LAMP
poetess. Mrs. Cobb, has had sev- My morning paper is to me
eral works published and often A wise and welcome friend.
sends contributions to the vari- It quietly tells me all the news
ous Mid-South newspapers.
From the world's most distant
Recently,Paul Flowers, who
end.
writes an. interesting column on It speaks of every-day people
Mettle Dear is asking a big fa- the editorial page of the Com- Along with the noted great,
vor of her readers in Kentucky. mercial Appeal
published
a Writing their names for a
We had a letter this week from
moment
her that is self-explanatory. We
history's moving slate.
reprint it herewith:
Mrs. Wright Joins News My paper is a lifted lamp,
Alligator, Miss.
Shedding an equal ray
Staff; Will Handle.
August 23, 1950
On subjects controversial
And all issues of the day.
Miss Johanna:
News, Circulation
your
My paper is the printed word
you and
I am asking
friends please do a favor for me.
The News publishers are pleas- Both powerful and humane,
I am trying to go to the National ed to announce that Mrs. Hen- Supporting the cause of justice,
Baptist Convention which will be don Wright has been added to Opposing needless pain,
held in Philadelphia and I want the regular staff as circulation For people who treasure
writer.
freedom,
feature
to leave Monday after the first manager and
has been a story And will saniVon nothing less,
Mrs. Wright
'
Sunday.
contributor to the paper for more There's no surer sign of
Please help me if you can.
freedom,
than a year.
Yours Custom,
Mattie M. Dear
Her delightful feature on the Than the Ffeedom of the Press.
—Alma French Cobb.
week
has
each
P. S. God Loveth a Cheerful front page
• • • •
brought News readers in close
Giver.
We hope we can live up to all
and informal contact with their
that, Miss Alma.
We ran across a lot of little- neighbors.
known historical data about some
Fulton firms this The News Goes To A District Shin-dig
of our older
week while searching the 1925
files. Turn to the "Turning Back
feature on today's
the Clock"
Editorial Page . . . we believe
you'll enjoy reading it.'
We wish space would have perBy Mary-Nelle Wright
came back to a smiliar "Monthpublishing of more
mitted the
iversary" in the Mt. Moriah vicmore
of
and
Last week in the first district, inity near Fulton, many years
data on each firm,
the
hit
to
tried
firms, but we
Kentucky ago.
the spotlight of the
highlights as they were written
press was focused on Paducah
It was long before Alben Barkat that time.
of the
We were sorry that the edition and Graves County when two of ley was Vice-President
even before he
didn't have a story on Joe Ben- its royal and loyal subjects came United States or
homecoming was United States Senator from
nett, Fulton's Dean of Druggists, back for a festive
Kentucky that the spotlight was
apparently the celebration.
whose store is
The Veep and Veepess, Vice- focused again on Mr. Barkley. It
oldest business house in Fulton
the early
operation under President Alben W. Barkley and was sometime in
in continuous
Calvin
Iie same name and management. his Missus, were the guests of twenties when the late
/Cr. Joe opened up in 1890, three honor in Paducah Friday morn- Orr and his wife, Leona Fowlkes
a
"MonthHuddleston ing and at Mayfield Friday after- Orr, celebrated
y ears before Arch
iversary" by calling in all their
as-embled his hardware stocks noon.
His Royal Highness, Vice- kith and kin from near and far
across from him on Main Street.
made
a to enjoy their hospitality.
Fven so, these young fellowli President Barkley,
The gathering at the
Mount
Mayfield in
in
address
principal'
when
were still new at the game
ne* word for Moriah "Monthiversary" had not
H. Weeks moved in from Wa- which he coined a
the
same
meaning
as
that
celewhen
ter Valley in 1895 with 30 years' Kentucky and the Nation
and brated by the Veep and Veepess.
already behind his firm in Fell- he said that on that day he
celebrating But rather it was a wonderful
Mrs. Barkley Were
ciana and Water Valley.
"Sfonthiversary" of summer month when Uncle Calthe ninth
vin decided that it was a good
Mr. and Mrs. John Becker and their marriage.
With all the glitter and glam- idea to spread a feast and have
daughters, Patricia and Priscilla
our surrounding us at the break- some good talk and good fun.
of Indendence, Mo., are visiting fast in Paducah Friday morning
NO occasion
was
complete
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham and —Governors,,Generals, Congress- then, as now, unless Alben was
men, State elfficials—our minds. there, as he was a great friend
other friends in Fulton.

NICHOLS SERYKES
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

DEATH CLAIMS'FULTON'S OLDEST CITIZEN;
ISAAC NOLEN WAS NEARLY 100 YEARS OLD

Barkley Visit Was Big Doings in the Ole Days, too I
•

of the Orr Family. Will Barkley,
married to
Alben's uncle was
Tennie Orr—Calvin's sister and
they would also come down from
Paducah to join in the festivities
and reminisce with old friends.

TI' Vrep

These days will forever remain
fast in my memory For weeks
before the day set for the reunion conversation was centered
around what we would tale to
eat because it was a dinn -onthe ground affair
with
every
family preparing a lunch
to
"spread." People in those days
didn't throw together a bowl of
potato salad or a pot of spaghetti.
It took at least two days in preparing a boiled
country ham,
baking a pound cake, baking a
pie—not to mention all the other
food.
I couldn't help but make
a
comparison as I sat in that spacious dining room at the Irvin
Cobb Hotel last Friday. There,
more than two hundred of Westprominent citiern Kentucky's
zens sat and basked in the reflected glory of Alben Barkley
and his gracious lady. There
hasn't been any change in Alben
i Barkley since those Mount Moriah days. There in that little
' community was the respect of

Rev. T. A. Duncan

the people for him and to a little , Resigns At Ruthville
girl, like
me—there was adorRev. T. A. Duncan of Martin
ation and hero worship—now he
has conquered the great and near who has
been
pastor of the
great of the world.
Ruthville Baptist Church for the
Many who attended those re- past 28 years announced
this
unions have
gone on to their
resigning his
great reward—Among those we week that he is
remember
were:
Mr. and pastorate there.
To Brother Duncan, who has
Mrs. P. P. Ridgeway, Mrs. Sallie
faithfully
McDade, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley served the church
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Pickle, through all the years, the memBaptist
Mr John Coffman and Brother bers of the Ruthville
Church paid trio ute to him in
D. W. Fowlkes.
Other neighbors and relatives the following resolution:
who still remember the event are "Therefore be it resolved:
Homer and
Ruby
Brann of "That we, the Ruthville BapMemphis and Mr. and Mrs. Ter- tist Church humbly submit and
rell rowlkes of Paducah. Maud pray God's richest blessings os
and Arthur Pickle who live in our beloved Pastor and his famof
Big Springs, Texas and Curt and ily and that whatever field
Delene Muzsail of Fulton were work he may enter he will be
always there to act as official just Such a blessing to the pengreeters for the occasion. Maud ple there as he has been to us."`'
The resolution was signed by
and Delene are daughters of the
IMrs. S. C. Atkinson, Church
late Mr. Orr.
The three Ridgeway boys, WO- ! Clerk, Calvin Thomas, Church
Treasurer, T. U. Rawls, Calvin
Thomas, Board of Deacons.
' (Continued on Page 9)
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St. rttui• and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
bailors anti kuOnsiiers.

Butane vs Natural Gas
City of Fulton and environs will have natural

• A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

gas in the not too distant future. Under what

ut,scription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Wepitley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.

know, but we hope that a condition of sale

There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause—Anonymous.
•
FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1950

Slums In Fulton
In a small town the size of Fultonrit has
always seemed incredible to us that crowded,
dirty 'living conditions should ever exist at all,
yet they do. They do, in spite of the fact that
there seems to be no apparent reason for being cramped-up in close squalor such as exists in the heart of a jammed city, where "being close to work" obliges many lowly-paid
workers to seek whatever means exist in the
area.
We seem to have lots of sub-standard living conditions here, and it isn't necessary to
WU you where they are . . . you pass them
every day • . . and perhaps take their being
a; a matter of course. .

conditions the gas

will be sold, we do

MERVIN

not

will not be permitted as recently happenetin

Thai 2)av

the little community of Marks, Miss.
Our good friend Henry - Burns, editor of
the Marks, Miss. Democrat had. quite an experience with the United Gas Company there.
For the benefit of future gas users we'd like
to pass Henry's predicament on to you.
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From his recent issue we quote:
"Looks like the United Gas Co. has a
squeeze play it is putting into effect on the
butane boys what we believe to be illegal,
unconstitutional, in restraint of trade and.unfair competition. When you sign an application for a meter it specifies that you will not
use two kinds of gas on the same premises.
In other words you can't use both natural and
butane gas in the same building.
"Now if both pipings are
according to
code, what •••• business is it of theirs what
kind of gas one uses. The new Linotype the
Democrat installed Wai equipped for natural
gas and we Wanted to run a natural gas line
in the shop and see how the machine would
operate on natural gas. If it had been as
wonderful and
economical as the' claim, /
might have converted all around. They said
nothing doing.

"The butane boys should make a test case somewhere. „Common sense tells the writer
.that gas guys can't Aet by with that kind of a
deal.

kite at this writing, although
such firms as Bennett Drug
Cpmpany, Evins Drug Company
and other old-timers have been
ommitted here. They will be covered from time to time; in this
old stand.
column.)
day

Sermottette Of The Week

11

P...s/w 42=
"I've reserved a table for us tonight at the Marshmallow
. ROOM of Miller's Drug Storer'

From 7'he Files:

"Juisottnf Bac4 T/te Cloch

chance to ride to Hickman and
August 27, 1925:
engine
having
without
(A few excerpts from write- back
trouble, he immediately wanted
•
ups about Fulton firms in the
to sell them to his neighbors. He
1925 Fair edition):
has been doing this for years. Mr.
CO:
GOODS
FRANKLIN DRY
member of the
Little, junior
Tom
In 1901 Ed Slaughter and
firm, was for many years a dd
Dukedom
Franklin came from
"You may always depend upon the big
goods merchant.
He is a good
and opened a dry goods store in trader. The firm also has R. V.
corporations and invested
While taking the census sn the Spring, the
interests to take
Mr.
the Meadows block. At
Putnam best auto
salesman in
city enumerators encountered such cess-pools
care of themselves. Often it is at the expense
the West Kentucky. If you don't inSlaughter's death in 1909
Clothing
Goods'
&
Franklin Dry
of smaller competitors. They have smart lawat human filth in some sections, that they
tend to buy a car, don't let "Put"
Company was formed; in 1916 a get your name on his prospect
yers staying awake nights figgering ways and
'were advised by the supervisor not to enter
erected
was
building
fine store
list.
the houses; to do the counting as best they
means of getting by. Don't ever feel too sorry
on Main Street. Mr. T. M. FrankFUBITON
HARDWARE CO:
Butler,
T.
President;
S.
lin is
for them. They are plenty able to take care
could. In many instances the horrible condivice-president and Charles Bin- Opened for business in Fulton 11
tions was not the fault of the tenant, but the
of themselves.
years
ago, it was originally
a
ford, cashier. The firm employes
organization
t ranch of another
greedy indifference of the
property-owner
"Right now a big butane corporation is
20 people.
which Mr. George T. Beadles
Li
T. B. NEELY: For the past 16
• who refused to repair leaks, fallen-in ceilings,
getting ready to put a squeeze on the small
had an interest. For the past sevyears, since 1910, T. B. ("Boss")
sagging walls, in many of the so-called aparteral years it has been owned by
butane outfits. They will lend a planter a 1000
Neely has been engaged in the
Mr. Beadles and his sons, Larry
ments one water outlet served the needs of as
gallon tank and sell him gas at 7and one-half
barber shop business here. Assoand Frank. Mr. George Beadles
this
at
ciated
are
him
time
with
many as six families, because the propertycents a gallon, where the local people have
best
Roberson is one of the oldest and
Fred Cooper, Brent
annaer. would not spend•the money to ruct,,,
businessmen in Fulton,
, been getting about 10 cents a gallon. What
Nicholand, and "if known
and 011ie
having lived here when Fulton
pipes into the various rooms. Sanitary toilet
makes it seem worse is that they are operatthey can't make you look better,
was just a village.
you
are
mighty
subject
poor
a
to
facilities are out of the question in most of
ing on government RF'C mosey."
ALBERT SMITH: Smith's restwork
on."
the slum areas with a common latrine of the
is
CITY NATIONAL BANK. Or- aurant is one business that
eut-door varieLy to serve the needs of several
known
far and near Established
ganized in 1897 with Smith Fields
more
than twenty years ago, it
and Chas. E. Rice as the
first
dozen people.
President and cashier. Credit for has been open day and night and
AND RIGHT IN THE CITY LIMITS.
the
doors
have never been lockmuch of
the success is
unLast Monday morning we all read in the
Such conditions are disgraceful. They are
doubtably due to N. G. Cooke, ed. Thousands have been satisfied
with
the food, the service.
active
vice-president, who has
paper that the U. S. Armed forces had debreeding places for not only rats, vermin and
been with the bank its entire 28 and the price.
cided to do-away with their pussy-foot attifilth, . . . but, and much more important
years as first, a youthful bookPIERCE-CEQUIN CO Twenty
tude toward men in the services, i. e., the rebreeding places for rot Lad corruption within
keeper, then cashier. Following six years ago, in 1899, Messrs.
his
promotion to his
tun: of the-tough first-sergeant, chewing out
present Devro Pierce and J. B. CenuM
the hearts and souls of their human ti,..aits.
position, C. P.
Williams, who established a planning mill on
commands and spitting them at men in the
How Mr. property owner expects a little
"had been doing his bit over in the
Tennessee side of Fulton,
ranks, (when needed) marked the end of a
France", was
made
cashier. and for years it was spoken of
child to grow to maturity in such areas, unWith these two in control, the as "The Planning. Mill".
short-lived era of politeness in which the men
With
tarnished and straightforward in the midst
bank has 'shown
remarkable logging and other milli to require
were carefully cautioned whelk they were
ed such
environment, is more than we can
growth.
their time, the management was
wrong, and probably
patted gently on the
P. H,..WEAKS SONS: When left to Mr. W. P. Murrell here.
stomach. It is a disgraceful spectacle to see a
Water
Valley
head
when they did well.
was founded, Upon the death of Mr. Pierce,
collect his almighty dollar and thumb
George Weeks and his son, Por- Mr. Cequin has
become presiWe were .relieved to see the change,
Isis nose at civic pride, public welfare and
ter H. Weaks removed their gen- dent, Mr. Murrell secy-treasurer
which, the dispatches pointed out, was rehuman decency.
eral store from Feliciana, where and Mr. Clarence Stephens, Mr.
- .•
it has been prior to 1868, to the Murrell's asssitant.
quired to enforce the proper discipline, get
•
When the children of such squalor grow
new railroad stop . . . and in
OWL DRUG CO.: The Owl
the required teaching accomplished, and save
to maturity, run
afoul of the law and are
1895 moved on to larger fields at Drug Co. located on Main Street,
the
lives
of
the
men
when
they
were
thrown
Fulton.
In 19111 eldest son Leslie serves all the latest drinks from
brought before the court for sentence, it is
into direct combat.
was made a Partner, and at the an pvf roved, iceless
fountain.
the truthful duty of the judge to point his acdeath
of their father in 1923 a Found',-1 in 1911 by two enterThat points up another thought we have
cusing finger squarely at . .. not the accused
younger son, Louis, joined
the prisine young men, J. W. Gordon
had these past few months.
firm, which since that time has and J. B. Snow, it was left in the
.... not the accused companions • - . not even
had
its
We
presen
wonder if the heads of our governname.. . . a hands of Mr. Gordon during the
the parents of the accused, irresponsbile as
designation
which is a lasting late war while Mr. Snow offerment are
letting us in on the frank truth
they may be . . . but squarely at the owner
monument to tilp of
Eulton's ed his services to his
country.
about Russia and the Korean war, or just
oi the disgraceful shack rented to the.family
most honorable Jausiness men. •
Upon return, he found Mr. Gortreating
A.
us
as
HUDDLESTO
so
many
"protected" children
N COMPANY: don and the stqre at the same
while the young boy, or girl was a growing,
This store was established
in old stan.
to whom.the truth would bkrough_and awful.
thinking child.
•
1893, and since 1895 has occupied
HOMRA
BROS.: /n
1893
Weeks and weeks ago, when the thing
the same building on Main Street Messrs. M and K. Homra opened
Nearly two years ago the city passed an
started, it seemed to be minimized right from
. . . one of the oldest and best- a dry goods and clothing store
urdmanee making it unlawful for open privies
known business
enterprises in in Fulton on a small scale. As
the start. We were told, in effect, "Don't
to be permitted within the city limits. Unless
Fulton. Mr. Arch Huddleston in the city grew larger, this enterworry, it will soon be over ... don't you fret
addition to managing the store, prising firm expanded and prosthey were made to specifications of the Health
about such things". Then our troops proceedis also president of the Farmers' pered, and today it is one of the
Department they would be fined $50. To our
Bank. In addition to a large stock leading dry goods stores in
ed to back up 200 miles,- losing lots of lives and
Fulknowledge this law is certainly not being enof hardware and
queensware, ton. Sales people include
Mrs.
probably
millions
in
equipment
... as well as •-• this firm also does all sorts
forced because you can pass an open privy
of tin Fanny Price, Mrs. Beulah Neely
ground that may be ten times as long in reand sheet iron work.
and M. U. H. Scott.
anytime you drive in Missionary bottoms and
W. M. HILL & SONS: This
taking. The headlines blare out today that
A. G- BALDRIDGE: Fifteen
elsewhere.
contracting and brick manufact- years ago A. G. Baldridge came
our men have retaken eight miles of front
uring firm, one of the oldest in to Fulton and opened a variety
The City Administration cannot be blamline, and the fine print underneath tells those
Western
Kentucky, has
built store with a
small
stock of
ed for this condition, but we do believe that
nearly every brick building
who read that far that we have lost it again.
in goods. From year to year this
wane kind of a building code should be set up
Fulton. The firm has about 75 stock has expanded until
today it
The headlines tell us that 800 tons of bombs
men on its payroll, which runs is surpassed by none in
making it unlawful for property-owners to
West
were dropped in a big raid, and the fine print
more than $1000 a week. Their Kentucky. Mrs. T. J. Griggs, asrent property in the run-down, unkept condibrick plant has a capacity
tells us that there are 50,000 enemy trnoys
of sistant manager, is assisted by
tion that a lot of rental property is.
28,000 a day, occupying a number Misses Ruth Coulter,
Ruth Rankmassed for a slugging drive against a third as
of acres just north of the ice in and Ruel Flippo.
There are, no crowded living conditions
many of our men.
plant.. This firm has built the
JONES
&
FREEMAN:
Many
here such as to permit renting property of
new Baptist Church, is now at years ago Lon Jones
It's not that we think the pessimistic outand Marwork on the handsome $50,000 shall Chambers, doing
this nature.. But yet people with limited inlook should be stressed. We do think how- •
business
building in Martin•soon to be oc- as Jones & Chambers,
censes have got to live somewhere and it is
opened a
ever, that the encouraging should ,be better
cupied by the Martin Bank, and "Gent's Furnishing
Store" in
for that reason that some property owners
is now erecting a beautiful stone Fulton. When Mr.
tempered with the setbacks. If we have a hard
Chambers left
building for , Mayor R. H. Wade later, Mr. Jones became
lisp in and take advantage of the 'situation.
fight ahead of us, as we most likely have, we
sole owon Carr Street.
ner. A few years ago Mr. Claude
It isn't necessary to call names in this
need to start a mental preparation for it now
READ & LITTLE: Successors Freeman acquired an
interest in
editorial. Most of us know the dollar-pinching
to the firm of Olcott di Read. the store, from
. . . in civilian defense, in agricultural planwhich it takes
they
elMosders. It remains for the law-abiding, conare
the agents for Dodge its present name. A second
ning, in general
girding for a determined
store,
cars and trucks in Fulton, Hick- in Hickman,
scientious citizens, among them propertyhas
since
been
stand at home, backing up a
major armed
man, Obion, Weakley and Lake establishedowners who give their tenants what they pay
counties. Dr. I. H. Read senior
offense.
KRAMER LUMBER CO.: Sucmember, was for several years cessors to the W. K.
Ilw.to put to . shame the persons who say:
There may be times when the truth hurts,
Wall Coma dentist with offices in
the pany, this is one of
Yliis•''lthy hole is for rent . . . you need a
Fulton's
but, as the Army has found, it takes that kind
Flatiron building. He is among largest and most
important busipkiee to live and I've got that place . . . take
of straight-from-the-shoulder punch to condithe first in
Fulton to own an ness concerns.
Mr.
automobile • .. and when he dis- Kramer and his most Theodore
it or /cave it."
tion people for a tough fight.
excellent
covered
that a
fellow had a
family came here 18 months ago
Their existence stems not from the'indifcence of the people living in them, so' much
as the greediness of the property owners, intent on collecting the almighty dollar, failing
to spend a dime on their upkeep and improvement.

from Ridgeway, Ill., where he
was engaged in the lumber business for many years. tie has already made a legion of friends.
vice-president of
and is
the
Chamber of Commerce.
(Ed's note): Time and space
prohibits
publication of more
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[STRICTLY BUSINESS

Ca#ne -

By Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen
as a mirror. What gravitation is
Let us stop deluding ourlelves, to the stars, what atoms are to
and recall that one day we will chemistry, what instincts are to
all be judged by God, and • the the animal, that I was to you to.
judgment will be based not on helpyou in your course. I warnthe conscience we made for our- ed yob; I shouted: I whispered; I
selves, but on the conscience God murmured; I kept you awake at
gave us.
night; I made
you
afraid to
That will be the conscience of awake in the morning. I troubled
our youth, before it was perverts ybu in your kgeasures: I gave you
ed by sin; the conscience we cov- no rest in yotrr sins; I filled you
ered over or rationalized by
a with _a sense of fed-upness and
phony education; the consc,imace -satiety and emptied you of inwhich once considered as wrong, ner peace., To escape me
you
the sins we now justify as self- thought you would find
peace in
expression; the conscience before a second, or third marriage, or in
it was polluted by
license and a fourth or fifth
drink;
you
mixed with selfishness; the con- were analyzed, but never
synthescience before it became "broad- sized; you were taken 'apart,
but
minded" and gave
right and never put together; you tried to
wrong as an equal value.
stop worrying wben you should
This conscience will drag up have worried; you should
have
from our unconsciousness all its mistrusted your self
when you
hideous, leprous mass of sins ,in were most
certain you
were
judgment. As a business man at without blame. But
I, thy conthe end of a day takes out from science, wearied
not: I would not
his cash register a record of deb- let you escape
though you did
its and credits, so the slip of con- fly; I
would not
desert you,
sciencg will be pulled out at the though you deserted
me: with reend of life for the final reckon- morse, reproach,
uneasiness; in
ing. God will not judge us
as shame, disquiet, bitterness, fear,
much as we will judge ourselves. anxieties, I kept
you restless.
Our conscience will speak and
Pray then, daily, hourly, for
say, I am the
conscience God God's grace to know yourself as
gay.. you! Behold yourself in it you really are.

DODGE, PLYMOUTH
DODGE TRUCKS
New Dodge and Plymouth cars and new Dodge
"Job Rated" trucks are being received in limited quantifies.

See us before you buy.

A Spade, A Spade

We have a line of good used cars and trucks on
our lot on Lake Street Extension.
Oa

ATKINS MOTOR CO.
209-211 East Fourth St.
m. V. Biggs — Don Parker

—

Fulton, Ky.
Tillman Adams

Salesmen.

(ere,
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For hospita*...
serve ice-cold Coke
and the good things
that make a salad
•tep •
..•
't

.1
".L

46
0

•
•
a

To be prepared
for hospitality
keep Coke on hand
• • •
Buy a case or carton
soma:. OHM
FULT0N

6 Bottle Cartes 25t
Plus Deposal

AUTHORITY OP TIM COCA-COt•
COSAPAHY IT

A-coLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1930, Ti,, Coca-Cola Company

died
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Puckett.

'FRANKFURTER FUN
Friday, Aug. 25, 1950-The Fulton News-Page
Mrs. M. A. Seay, Mrs. Arden
By Marie Gifford
Corter and daughter, Pattie Jane
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thornbro and!
and Miss Odell Puckett visited
son have returned to their homel
Mrs.
Thursday afternoon with
in Detroit, Michigan after visitLeon Charlton and children, Sue,
ing Mrs. Bettie Williams
and
Donnie and Marilyn.
Odell Puckett
NEW
other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Carter athere the
past
ARRIVALS
tended the wedding of their couweek.
Word was received here Tues- Lena Brown.
sin, Miss Martha Ann Gore at the
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann spent
DEPARTMENT
day morning of the death of Mr.
Will Arnett is on the sick list Nazarene Church in Fulton FriWednesday night with Mr. and
day night.
W. P. (Sonnie) Williams.
He this week.
Mrs. Jimmie
Mrs. Harold
Clements
Puckett and
and
died in the I. C. Hospital In ChiMr. and Mrs. W. L. Brumley
daughters.
sgo. Quite a few from here at- have sold their house and lot to daughter, Melanie spent ThursMrs. Elder Stephens and son
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Jr.,
tended the funeral which was Mrs. Ebbie Crossnoe of Dresden, day with ,Mrs. Will Puckett.
Miss Ada Pique returned to her
held Thursday in Pailucalt
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tenn. They will be moving soon.
Houston, Texas, announce the
of
Howard
Friday
morning after
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Norman and - Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hedge of home
of a son born Friday, Augbirth
Stephens
Sunday.
weeks
HospitaL
girls, Jean and Bonnie Lou left Dukedom and Mrs. Ester Jones spending the past two
at a Houston
18,
ust
Mr.
Frank Parrish visited relit-.
with her sister, Mrs.
Jeannie
Monday for their home in Detroit of Detroit visited
Lewis are formerly
Wednesday
Mrs.
and
Mr.
tives near Union City Sunday. I
Flowers of Milburn.
after visiting her mother, Mrs. night with Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton- Mr. Lewis is the son
Will
,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mrs. Calara Williams and Mrs. of
Charlton
the former City School Superof
Radie Kingston spent
and family attended a fish
try
Sunday intendent, J. 0. Lewis, now of
in Water Valley with
Friday night at the club house in
Lewis is the
Mr. and Mayfield.
Mrs.
Mrs .Claude McAlister
Wingo honoring Norman Byrn's
daughter f Mrs W H Purcell.
etnployees and also his brother
from Detroit.
' Mrs. Lucy Tinner of Union City
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Owen.
Miss Marcell
Ebel of Sioux
Frankfurters are stars this season of the year, for they're real
City, Iowa, who has been in our
fun food. Call on the versatile "frank" to play its part in your easy
menus
for late summer days, feature them for the Labor Day picnic
midst for the past few
weeks.
and keep them on hand for those quick snacks.
coaching "Uncle Ezera's Hayloft
No longer are frankfurters restricted to the camp and picnic
Jamboree" left for her new asgrounds. Due to their goodness and ease of preparation, they have
signment in southern Missouri.
Now Open
won their way into the menus for indoors and out and even company
Herman
Neisler and children
dinners.
of St. Louis are visiting his sisTo heat the franks and keep the mouth watering goodness and juiceCome in and see this BARGAIN STORE and
ter, Mrs. W. L. Brumley and Mr.
ness where it belongs-inside the frankfurter-drop them in boilinit
Brumley.
water and remove pan from heat. Cover them with a lid and let set
the many BARGAINS for Yourself at
Mr. and Mrs Chester Fulton
for 7 to 8 minutes.
EGGSHELL FINISH
and son of Houston, Texas spent
For the Labor Day picnic roast the frankfurters at the "spot" and
team with buns, trimmings for the franks, corn-on-the-cob, tomato
part of the week with Mr. and
halves and a chopping bowl salad. For those garden fresh ears of
Mrs. Virgil Arnett and Sandra.
corn,
place fully dressed ears in water for 10 minutes then roast them
Mrs. Fulton and
Mrs. Arnett
on the grill along with the frankfurters. The steam created in the
Corner Fourth and Lake Street Extension
were school mates when
they
husks will keep each kernel of corn plump and moist. For indoor
XACT matches of colors used in the restowere in the 8th grade in Monton, cooking on the broiler wrap the husked ear in aluminum foil. Turn
ration of Colonial Williamsburg are now rethe ears frequently. This method may also be adapted to outdoor
Colo., and hadn't seen each Other
C. P. BRUCE,
MRS. LORA HORTON,
cooking.
since then until their meeting
Proprietor
Assistant Mgr.
produced in Pittsburgh Historic
Plan a kitchen party and serve frankfurters in toast shawls!
this week.
Remove crust and spread 12 slices of bread with mixture of 4 tableWall Paint. Twelve colors
Mrs. Lelia bard attended the
spoons mustard and 2 tablespoons horseradish. Place frankfurters
fair in Mayfield
Friday aftercornerwise on sliced bread; wrap; fasten with a toothpick. Brush with
noon.
Fulton Paint & Glass Company
melted butter and bake on a cooky sheet at 350°F. for 15 minutes.
Mrs. Pearl Pigue left WednesTop with stuffed olive. Add potato salad, garden onions and radishes
210 CHURCH STREET
PlION F. 909
for a snack to delight the family and friends.
day for Washington, D. C., to visNEW
RECLAIMED
it her son, Mr. and Mrs. Zelma
For a wonderful family platter, cut three tomatoes in halt, dot
inriched with VITOLIZED OIL
with butter, season and broil 5 minutes in pan set 5-6 inches below
Pigue and daughter, Peggy.
zee
MEN'S SUITS
heating unit. Slit ten frankfurters lengthwise and fill with mixture of
Rev and Mrs. L. B.
Council
1 cup mashed potatoes and W cup grated American Cheese. Place in
WOMENS DRESSES
Wool Gabardine
were supper guests of Mr. and
broiler pan and broil until heated through.
Mrs. Carl Pirtle and family.
Bargains 50c to $2.98
Reg.
$45,
val.
$27.50
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton
and children spent Sunday after- noon at Kentucky Lake.
100 PAIRS
sum and son, Ronald, spent SunBOUGHT AT BARGAIN
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Stephens day with his
Women, Girls Slippers
brother Mr. and
ONE JOB LOT
and children attended the
sur- Mrs. R. S. Gossum and boys of
John B. Stetson Hats Bargainsprise birthday dinner Sunday for Pilot Oak.
25c - 50c to $2.50
Color: Brown, Black and Grey
his dad, Lee Stephens. All
Mr.! Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Reed, Mr.
Reg. $7.00 - val. $3.75
Stephens' children were present and Mrs. Carl Pirtle spent SunMEN'S SUITS
for the occassion.
A Small Deposit
All Sizes and Colors
day with Mr. Jim Chambers of
Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Russellville, Ky., Mr. Clements,
Men's Work Shoes
Bargain Prices
Mrs. Will Puckett included: Mr. I who is an uncle of Mr. Reed's
For Rough Service
Will hold your
and Mrs. Lon Kimble of Ful- celebrated his 93rd birthday Sun- I
gham, Mrs. M E. Aydelotte, Mr. day.
$6.00 values .... $4.50 $1.00 - $3.50 - $6.50
Mrs. Harold
and
Puckett
and
ODD COATS
Mr.
and
Mrs. John Moore visitChoice until you
daughter, Melanie, Mr. and Mrs. ed Sunday in Martin with
some with Vests
Special
Bargain
Very
his t
Stella brother who has recontly
S. C. McAlister and Miss
100 Pairs fine Children's Shoes Bargains.
been
-1.00 to 3.50
Aydelotte.
are ready for it
in a hospital in Daprrtph*
and small Boys' Oxfords.
Mr, and Mrs. John Paul Bard
Mrs. Wilitin Arnett and
son,
and daughter, Shirley Ann, Mr. Perry, of Detroit are visiting Mr.
$5.00 val., only $2.98
and Mrs. Earl Bard visited
My and Mrs. Will Arnett.
Mens
Old Kentucky Home in _BardsMr. and Mrs. Laghton aHll of
Boys
Shirts
Plaid
Fine
[Bargains
at---!
:
town, Ky., over the weekend.
Paducah spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle and his mother,
$1.25
val.,
$2.00
only
and
$1.00
75ci
Mrs. Eura Hall.
family have
returned to their
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
home after spending their vacavisited Sunday afternoon
with ,
COME IN
tion visiting Smokey and Look her
parents, Mr- and Mrs. Fred
Out Mountains.
AND
Hopkins of Fulghant.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Gossum
spent Sunday with his brother,
ROUTE THREE
MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Mrs. C. E. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boaz and
We Planned for Your Comfort
daughter, Lynda Gale visited in
Mr. apd Mrs. P. G. Brann and
Martin Sunday afternoon.
Son visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Rev. L. E. Moore and
Rev. Wheeler at Cuba Sunday.
Lawrence were
Friday supper
Air Conditioned -Good Seats-Ice Water
Mr. and M.A. Billie
Parrish
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Paul visited
relatives in
Memphis,
Bard and. daughter, Shirley Ann. Tenn., over the weekend.
Restaurant Connected, Serve Plate Lunches
Mrs. Adrain Rose and
Mrs
Miss Betty Ridgeway
spent
Georgia Burough visited
Mrs. Sunday night with _Mr. and Mrs.
sANDWIt HES and COLD DRINKS
Ella Bard Sunday afternoon.
Robert Irvan.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt GosMr. and Mrs. Claude McNeille,
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Water Valley

WELL LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
FULTON BARGAIN HOUSE

PITTSBURGH

HISTORIC
wALL pAr.:1

THE CONVERTED POOL ROOM

Oil-Base Williams&rg Cf)lors

E

OPENING SPECIALS

H PA I NTS

I TTS

use our convenient

PANTS
and lkyli

•

•

TWEED SUIT CLASSIC
that's sweeping the country!
100% wool 11.veed
that's wounderfully tailored, fits like a million and
wears wonderfully.

DASHING CLASSIC:
"About
Towner" comes
with or without zip lining;
choice of 100% wool gabardine or Heathermix broadcloth. Smart fall colors.

NOTTINGHAM TWEED with big patch pockets,
button
flap, convertible
collar, 3-way belt Cravenette to shed shavers!
A
"best buy" for fall; 100%
wool.

$19.98

$39.98

$29.98

MARY LANE suits and coats are currently advertised in
* Seventeen * Charm
* Vogue
* Glamour
$39.98
SUITS, $16.98 to
COATS,$19.98 to $49.98
CHILDRENS' COATS, $9.98 up to $29.98

THE LEADER STORE
Fulton, Ky.
Wag,

••••••••••

"I spent5 minutes and saved $1000"
Says Walter Boyd, Los Angeles, Calif.

4
11Ir
ti#

Come In ... see how you could pay $1,000 more and still not get
all Dodge extra room ...ease of handling ...famous deperulaillity
-gran can s6rely spare 5 minute.- ... driving ease you've never
experiespecially when that's all it takes enced before . . .
and deto see exactly how you could pay $1,000 pendability to saveruggedness
you
money
more without getting everything Dodge after mile. These are things that mile
belong
gives you!
to Dodge . . and only in Dodge mkt
you get them all!
Yes, in just 5 minutes behind the
wheel, you'll discover roominess that Come in today, see bow eery
is to
ears costing much more don't give you own the new Dodge of your itchoice.

NEWDODIE
And•few ciklitfx moo

hi• iiisses•pie••eon/

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY 209-211 4th Street
•
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Fulton Route Fou!

COOKIE FAVORITES
By Mary Alden

Joyce Cruce
Mrs. W. B. Thompson is visitSave Your Worries, Save Your Gasoline
ing her daughter and son-In-law
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glasco.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hutchisw,
WE HAVE THE.
WE HAVE THE
and family. Mr. and Mrs- Junior ,
visited
Cruce and son, Ronnie.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hutchison a- I
while Sunday night.
DRESS•SHOES„ 5.35 up — WORK SHOES, 3.95 - 12.50
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Cruce and ,
daughter, Katherine, visited Mr
and Mrs. Earl Hutchison Tue:.day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Raiby
204 Main Street
Fulton
and family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Little's Sunday afternoon.
For a mid-afternoon snack, oatMr. and Mrs- Porter Littles
•••aawetas
isited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Lit- meal cookies, milk add fruit have
been a great favorite.
always
ties and family Sunday.
These Old Fashioned Oatmeal
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Cookies are quick and easy to make
son, Ronnie spent Sunday after- for they are made by a one-bowl
noon with Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. method that eliminates many timeClark and children.
consuming steps.
For year-'round cookie eating
Custom made to your size.
pleasure, try these old-fashioned
AUSTIN SPRINGS favorites.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
OLD FASHIONED
Mrs. Carey Frields
OATMEAL COOKIES
For any home or business
cup
sifted enriched flour
1
installation; win d,o ; s
Grover W. True
Mrs
was
L. teaspoon soda
doors, porches, etc.
stricken with
appendicitis and
teaspoon salt
was carried to Haws Hospital for
'ANY COLOR desired.
'ii cup shortening, soft
an emergency operation last Fri1 cup brown sugar
day night. She is now doing nice1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla
ly;
For Prompt Service Phone 502
2
tablespoons water
Word has been received from
2 cups rolled oats, uncooked
Mrs. Herman Ford. Akron. Ohio.
cup chopped nutmeats
that she has
returned to her
12 cup raisins (optional)
!acme from a serious illness in a Sift together flour, soda and salt
Co Sirut•
Fulton, Ky.
local
hospital but yet remains into bowl. Add shortening, sugar,
under medical care. Mrs. Ford is egg, vanilla and water. Beat until
formerly Lela Bynum end has smooth, • about 2 minutes. Add
many relatives here who wish rolled oats, nutmeats and raisins,
mixing thoroughly. Shape by hand
her a most speedy recovery.
r drop front a teaspoon onto
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Vincent. greased baking sheet: flatten with
their mother. Mrs. Nora Vincent the bottom of a glass covered with
of this section and Mr. and Mrs. waxed paper. Decorate with addiRaymond
Vincent of Mayfield. tional raisins if desired. Bake in
TO
Ky.. spent Sunday with Mr. and a moderate oven (375°F.) 12 to
BACCO
Mrs. Jess Austin near Hunting- 15 minutes. Makes 3 dozen'cookie&
DOWN
•
FAST!
does. Tenn. It was Mrs. Vincent's
Speeds its Curio
first visit with her brother in
g •
Yellows it faster
lowers high
thirty years and she reports the Creek Church of Christ Sunday
rose •
fakes out
day was an ejoyable one
More smoker
and night with some seven additions
strut
I hopes to visit again before too to the-church. The meetings were
(market
Higher
prices • ciWuoa
'longrks
I.tYin.
conducted
Oily b",
by B. E. Douthitt,
ess coil 8
An epidemic of colds is prevailtroth? •
v
o
ing around here and those who Evangelist.
—or
No spark whotever
leoes n odor
No
Mrs. Walter Petitt is visit1r0 in
are victims are: Mrs. Loy Aberthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Horaccnathy and baby. Alicia Doron.
relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and Henderson and other
Ask Your
ehldren. Don and Judy of Pa- around here.
Mrs. Harry canter and c_ttilducah spent Sunday here with
. Dealer
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields. dren 'of near Bell City, Ky.,rand
Mr,
. Mitchell and children re- Mr. Marvin Canter of Clifton, N.
J., visited Mr,and Mrs. Raymond
mrinad the entire week.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Puckett are Cherry this past week. Marvin
was called home due to illness,
vacationing in
Detroit where
burial of his father:
they are houseguests of Mr. and death and
Harry Canter ten days ago.
Mrs. Covene Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Johnson
The revival closed at
Knob and Mr. and MrsBuddy Johnson
spent Sunday in Memphis guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr.

STYLE

SIZE

fORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

1

METAL 7klailiail

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

WILTS

A C BUTTS & SONS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

!

This is YOU
when you own a
General Electric Home Freezer

VetterFein

Mrs. Inez Vincent of
Pilot
Oak and Mrs. Hattie Gibson are

bedside of their Virgin'
o.rest. They will all ter visiting her sister, Mrs. E. M.
sister, Mrs. G. W. True, who re- go on a vacation trip to New Coffman and a three weeks
vacently has undergone surgery at Orleans, Biloxi and
Alabama.
cation spent at Niagra
Falls,
the Haws Hospital.
attending the

Karen Gayle Frields spent the
York
Mr. and Mil. Roebrt S. Brown- Montreal, Canada, New
weekend with your writer and ing have
Washington, D. C., and
returned to their home City,
family.
in New Smyrna Beach, Fia.,
111.1t1V other places of interest.

,

I DEATHS

WHITNEL

MRS. DENNIS VALENTINE
Funeral services for Mrs, Den- ,
nis Valentine, 65, who died Sunday morning at 8 o'clock Whilel
preparing breakfast at her home
were held Tuesday afte'inoen at
2:30 at the First Baptist Church '
with Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell off,ciating and
burial in Fairview
cemetery under the direction of
Whitnel Funeral Home.
Mrs. 'Valentine
was born. in
Graves County, Feb. 16. 1885. the
daughter of James
Alfred and
Jemima Seay Johnson. She was
a member of the First Baptist
Church. MrsValentine
had
spent most of her life in Fulton.
Mrs. Valentine leaves her husband, Dennis Valentine: a stepson, Jamie
Valentine of Memphis; four brothers,
Bob and
Cliff Johnson,
both of Fulton,
Carl Johnson of
Water Valley
and Merritt Johnson of Detroit;
several nephews and nieces:
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Forrest of
Memphis have returned to their
home after a weekend visit with
Mrs. C P. Bruce. They were accompanied
home
by St.e snd

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

88

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

COOL

F*
7
452,

COOL

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
August 25-26

DOUBLE HIT - - CARTOON -.COMEDY
IORBY GRANT
ElINA
VERDUGO
RICK YAWN
aad CHINOOK

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

40.
4":

-SHOW

- -00_6_ 0)41#

.itra

I. just before dinner time, you
gPlek your food from 280 pounds
of fresh, nutritious food ...

Burt LANCASTER-Virginia MAYO •

RAW
A NDAI

//

02

rmt

L'hIJKAISce
Xe/

me,vr

41.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
August 30-31
ee.0/7i

II

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
•Inca-TABLE COMPOUND •

Af014oon/
LLOYD ARMES OSA MIEN JOHN EMERY NOAH BEERY. IR

Soled Rip. Fruit
Freezing does not improve the
flavor of the fruit. The peaches
are ready to freeze when they
are ripe enough to eat with
cream and sugar.
Some fruits and berries may be
frozen successfully in a dry sugar
pack but peaches are best in a

sugar sirup. You may guard
against discoloration by adding
one-fourth teaspoon of ascorbic
acid to each one or one and onehalf cups of cold sirup. Your
neighborhood drugstore, no
doubt, has the ascorbic acid for

I. You don t have to shop when
the weather's bad, or when the
children are sick ... or when unexpected company calls.

sale.
I

Sugar-Water Sirup
Sirup should be prepared by

boiling sugar and water together
and chilling before adding the
peaches. Medium, heavy and
extra heavy sirups are satisfactory. The sweetness desired is
up to you.
Sugar
Water
Medium
3% cups 4 cups
Heavy
43
/
4 cups 4 cups
Extra Heavy 7 cups
4 cups
Put about one-half cup of cold
sirup into each clean freezer
container. It is important to work
quickly and prepare only a few
peaches at one time.
6. The eealeebin refrigera ing sys.
The peaches should be blanched
S. You rest secure in the knowl- tem in your home freezer is the
by dipping in boiling water for
edge that your General Electric same type as that which has been
one-half to one minute. Then cool
Home Freezer is a dependable home giving satisfactory service in more
in ice water and drain.
freezer—one that assures you low. than 1,700,000 refrigerators for
Cut each peach in half, remove
Cost operating efficiency.
the skin and rilip
more than 10 years.
halves or slices
quickly into the
will be mighty proud to own a General Electrie
sirup. Fill the
Home Freezer. Why not drop in and see them
container to
remarkable, dependable Home Freezers to?--,?
within threefourths inch of
the top. Add
Available in these sizes
syrup to cover
the peaches.
4 cu. ft.
$219.00
Press a wad of cellophane or
11 Cu. ft.
$369.00 aluminum
foil over the fruit just
8 Cu. ft.
$319.00
16 Cu. ft.
$479.95 before putting
the lid on. This
keeps
the
peaches down in the
(The 16-en. it. freezer
made to set in a MINIMUM of floor space)
sir u p—another precaution to
keep them from discoloring.
Foithltaity

YOU

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 1

COLA,
104.4.0.1•01, OINUIBM•11 0140
•.‘

"."

e)nce dairy herds were milked by hand, and the
milk taken to the springhouse or the milk train.
Getting it to the consumer before it spoiled was a
major problem. Then the average American family
spent less than $5 a month for all the milk and milk
products, like cheese and ice cream, that it used.

w

oo .4,10? Today Bossy is almost a symbol
of electric living. Her milk is coaxed from her by
electric milkers, chilled in electric coolers, moved to
market in refrigerated cars and trucks, kept fresh iu
electric refrigerators.

KENTUCKY

/

Cle ICHNICOWR

au.
3. You never have to let fresh.
taught fish or game _go to waste.
Your General Electric Homo
Freezer keeps most food delicious
up to a year.

;

'Iowan

-Now is the time to put peaches
in your home
freezer or frozen
food locker.
Peach shortcake,
pie or sundaes
will taste
mighty good
next fall and
winter.

2. You buy most of your food at
tow cost, because you buy in quan.
tity—et the peak of the season, or
when there are sales.

•-

Ai4s

August 27-28-29

SUCCESS IN
FREEZING PEACHES

40118
r•••1111

14010
SW,fp
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Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
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TICKIP13:1111
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408 EDDINGS STREET

erdf
Do You stdstress

wkich makes you
several
days 'before'?
Dofernalefunctonal monthly
ailments make
you s'uffer pain,feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times,
or just belore your period?
Then start taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's Compound works
through the sympathetic nervous system. Regular use of
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
helpsbuildupresistanceagainst
this annoying distress.
Truly the tooman's friend!
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
with added iron.

th

FUNERALAHOME

Today, just as it pays more for nearly everything
else it buys, the average family spends about $12 a
month for milk and milk products.
But the electricity that keeps it fresh, whips it into
pies and cakes—and does hundreds of other chores
around the house—costs that same family only $4.17
• month.
Go upstairs, downstairs, all through the house
.. . Electricity is still the biggest bargain in the
average family budget.

UTILITIES
INC0111.01A1IP

COMPANY

E• M.
ks vaFalls,
York
., and
rest.

I of this city.
I Mr. Norman is well
known
' here. He received his education
at Old Carr Institute and Fulton
High School, graduating in the
LENA MOLLYIRaRN WEDS
class of 1937. Mrs. Norman reFREDERICK S. NORMAN
ceived her
education at Horse
ON SATURDAY, AUGUST 19
Branch High School.
In a quitely solemnized cereMr. Norman is employed by
Central- Railroad
mony August 19th at 5 P. M. at the Illinois
Company
as telegraph operator
the First Baptist Church,
Miss
Beaver
Kentucky.
Dam,
at
Lena Mollyhorn, daughter
of
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell officiat• Anscil Mollyhorn
Branch, Ky., was wed 14 Mr ed at the ceremony in the presFrederick Stanley Norman, son ence of the parents of the groom
of Mr. and:Mrs. Otis E. Norman f only. The single ring ceremony
was issued in the service.

SOCIETY

Lives
In Pictures

Memory

For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words.

DL

Make an Appointment today

4-4.:s.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
PHONE 693

Fulton

[oRpHEum
Friday - Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
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Cartoon — Serial
• Comedy •
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Town Topics

I

M

PURE MILK CO.

Sawyers Market
PHONE

BRISTLING WITH AWRY
1 ACTION AND ADvilITUREI 01 ,

-CHAMPION

T. J. Kramer, Sr., on Second and children, John
M. and GertStreet.
rude and her guest Miss Louise Friday, Aug. 25, 1950.The Fulton News—Page
Mrs. Glenn Bushart, Mrs. Uel Johnson of
Greenville, Ky., .
Killebrew, Mrs. Livingston Read ; were Sunday guests of Mr. . and ling several weeks at home.
mother, Mrs. E. P. Dawes and Mr.
and Mrs. Patton Godfrey have Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. Ida
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell Dawes, also his
grandmother
returned from a trip to points of , Pegram north of town.
Humphrey. of Kansas City, Mo., , Mrs. Dollie Cowell have returned
interest in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Bondur- who spent the weekend with his 'to their
. home.
Jack Thorpe, who has been a ant and son, Charles of Clevepatient in Campbell Clinic
in land, Ohio are the guests of her
Memphis, has returned home and father, Ed Thompson and other
is doing nicely.
•
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel are
Forrest
and children, Mildred and Carl, have returned to their home in visiting their son, Shawie Koff&
Jr., of Nashville were weekend Florence, Ala., after
visiting and family in Portagesville, Mo
guests of her parents, Mr. and relatives in Fulton.
Gene Brown of Louisville
is
Mrs. B. B. Alexander on WalMr. and Mrs. Ivan Brady have visiting his grandmother,. Mrs. J.
nut Street.
returned
from a trip to
the B. Cequin on Walnut Street.
Miss Hortense Johnson of Wa- Sanokies.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of
GOSSUM
ter Valley, Miss., spent the weekMiss Ola Maddox of Nastnille .8irmingham, Ala., spent Sunday
ENTERTAINS
end with Mrs. R. E. Pickering.
and Mrs. John Boaz of Memphis with their mothers, Mrs., Effie
r
RE
PRIDGE CLUB
Mr. and Mrs. Wrenn Coulter are visiting
their
mother, Mrs. Witty and Mrs. B. J. Witlii.ms.
spent
the weekend with his sis- E.
The members of the Thursday
G. Maddox on Cedar Street.
Bobby Dalton, a student of ..,`„
ter, Mrs.
Pickering
and Mr.
MILK CO.
' afternoon
bridge club and one
M. College, Starksville,
Mrs. K. A. Mitchell or hick- and
Pickering in Memphis.
:guest; Mrs. Felix
Miss., is spending a short vacaGossum, Jr.,
man
citad&
spent
A"
Thursday
with
Mis.
Sarah
Jane
and Karen Kramer
were' delightfully entretained by
tion with his parents, Mr. and
. PASTEURIZED
of Owensboro, Ky., are visiting Ida Pegram and Mrs. John SimpMrs Felix Gossum, Sr. at
Mrs.
W.
J.
her
Dalton
on
Bates
HOMOGENIZED,
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. son.
I home on Third Street.
•
Mrs. W. H. Purcell is visiting Street.
Following -several progressions
Miss
Marilee
Beadles,
who has
her daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Lewis
been attending Southern Florida
of contract Mrs. Don Hill was
and family in Houston, Texas.
ealthy Half Pints
College, Lakeland, Fla., is spendawarded high score prize.
Judge Jess Nichols, who has
Do their playing
At the close of the games the
While the farmer
been ill for the
past weeks is
, hostess served,a delicious
ice
Accurate. ..
Does his haying.
slgilrtly improved at his home on
I course. Members playing were:
Vetrereeng Cedar Street.'
Mysdames
Hill, Mel
WORKMANSHIP
Simons,
Misses
Kathleen and
Rupert Stilley, A. B. Roberts and
Aline'
by lean Allen
4t Lou. Cost
Rust, Barbara Roberts, Virginia
C. L. Maddox.
Watches, Clocks and Time
\•
Brady and Mary Frances Roberts have returned 'coin, ii two Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
MRS. BENEDICT
Repaired at Low Cost by—
SERVICE AND QUALITY
QUICK CORN DISHES
weeks
vacation
in
HOSTESS TO
Daytona
With spring cleaning in the Beach, Fla.
BRIDGE CLUB
ANDREWS
PHONE 813J
background and the yard arid
Mr and Mrs. Harry Veatch and
Jewelry Company
Mrs. Edward Benedict. Jr.,.en- garden clamoring for attentio, daughter, Yvonne, have returned
tertained the members of
from a vacation trip to St. Louis
her
Thursday night
bridge club at
and other points.
her home on Oak Street.
I Miss Katherine Hamra has reMrs. Sarah Lee Powers was a
rornod to her home in Louisville
guest to the club.
after a visit with her
parents,
Games of contract were enjoyMr. and Mrs. K. Homra.
ed and Mrs. Wallace Ashby was
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Dunning
meals that require little time
high scorer and
Mrs
Charles no watching have top billing. or of Jackson, Tenn., were weekend
Looney low.
A good luncheon dish that al- suests of her mother, Mrs. Stella
The hostess
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
served a lovely lows plenty of time in the sun- Ellis.
dessert plate.
Members present shine is Cheesed Corn. Time
Mrs. G. J.
Willingham
Ind
were: Mesdames Ashby, Looney, required, only about twenty Mrs E. J. Parsons of Chicago
are
J. C. Olive. Eugene Hoodenpyle, minutes.
s•isiting in Fulton.
Eugene
Cheesed Corn
Waggoner, and Herbert
Mrs. David Homra is visiting
Brady.
2 tablespoons butter or mar- relatives in Caruthersyille, Mo.
sarine
Mrs. Mable Hagroauer has re1 taulespoon chopped onion
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
No. 2 can Cream turned to her home in St. Louis
CIRCLE ENJOYS
Style Corn after a visit with •her sister,
SUPPER MONDAY
2 1 2 cupfuls Mrs. J. J. House on Pearl Strset.
1 tablespoon
Carey Frields, Doyle Frields,
The
men'
,ers of the
Annie
Prompt service!
sweet pickle Leroy Carr and Roy Puckett atArmstrong Circle of the
First
relish
tended
Cardinal-Cincinnati
the
Baptist Church enjoyed a cover1 teaspoon
Yes Madam! A phone call
ed dish supper in the,
--a•
•
chopped pi- ball game in St. Louis Sunday. I
dining
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Neilly and
miento
room of the
church
Monday
"75" brings good food,
to
daughter, Joan, and Pat of Whitpound cheese, grated
evening with ten members and
meats and groceries to your
Melt butter or margarine in tier, Calif., are the guests of his
skillet, add onion and cook until mother, Mrs J. N.•McNeilly and
... in all kinds of weathdoor.
tender. Add the remaining in- his sister, Mrs.
Miller Harpolp
us today; our goal is
gredients. Heat until the cheese and Mr. Harpole
Try
,411.2.9111,
er.
4410,,
and other 'Tie-.
is melte d, stirring constantly.
to' please you.
This will serve five to six persons. tives.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson $r.
oven meal that bakes while
• youAngarden
0
is ready to serve
'4 when you're finished.
About an
'hour before meal time put baking potatoes and this corn and
ailtort- '. veal loaf in the oven.
Baked Corn Loaf
•
No. 2 can cream
ii I..,
style corn
tERAZ EEES1 Mit. ,I
'.
cupfuls
'1 pound ground
veal
or
hamSTATIC HUM
burger
STEALS THE SHOW 1 egg, wellbeaten
Even a symphony orchestra
4.(5
1 teaspoon salt
can't compete with a hummPepper
ing radio. When your radio is
1 medium onion, chopped
1 tablespoon melted butter
noisy, phone 401. We'll send a
1 3 cup cracker crumbs
repair man to your home for
Combine a II ingredients and
a free diagnosis. If the fault
mix. Turn into greased loaf pan.
isn't in the electric circuit, Bake uncovered in moderate oven
he'll make necessary repairs
330' F.) about one hour. Tire
loaf should be a golden brown.
for a a reasonable charge.
Serve with catsup.
Honest diagnosis
Yield: 8 servings.
ThiS loaf makes a good main
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
dish for.any meal since it it both
PHONE 4-0-1
meat and vegetable. The 'inked
potato and a molded fruit salad
complete a tasty well-rounded
menu.
Faithfully

r — •,

MS-1664

GENE AUTRY

one visitor Miss Martha Louise
Walker present.
The social hour was
opened
with prayer by the
chairman,
Mrs. James Fortner. Following
the supper the group enjoyed
games and singing songs.

t
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• PLUS•
News — Cartoon
Wed. - Thurs.

Ii:JOHN WAYNE
ck to
wooari
..,w ANTHONY QUINN
14 •41••••

MIRAN BONDI - Fili, F•A44001141
•1.40NA/D 5111000

Added Pleasures
3 - CARTOONS - 3
• Latest News •

• ••
Sroixa It, sure tat tits art. yours
,oelgr. "-lob- Rated"
with ti I)
thanks to extratruck
Large hr.k lag tires. The
driver has full control of
brake ner 1011. 1104,11/fIC of
'equal-prevsure." design of
service brakes
famous hydeauls bra kes are
very easy to adjust, too.

Particular People
refer

Best for paring

ARISIAN

NOW!
gyrol FLUID DRIVE!

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
POWER,

OF COURSE,
HE'S PARTICULAR!
He knows he makes a better impression with that "fresh from the
cleaners" look. Let us help give
you that "man of the world" air
by keeping your clothes in spotless, wrinkle-free condition!

PHONE 14
FOR PICK UP

8 great trot k engtor, ea, h "JobWeird- for
,S power
SCONOONT7
. priced with the lowest. "l,b{tater!" for dependability and long life.
INGIGIER PAYLOADS: . . carry more without
overloading axles or springs because of
"5.5,-Rated" wEIGhT DISTRIIttlTION
IASIE0 HANDLING.
sharper turning! Park
m tight places. "lob-Rated" maneuverabikty!
COMIKlifTe . . . widest wars .
windshield with
best vision of any popular truck. Aircushioned, adjustable "chair-height"
seata
. .. finest truck brakes in the industry
. . . hand brake operating inclependmay on propeller shaft on all modals
-46.-So and up.
- -

Available on all 'A-, and
14on models. Ask es tor
Elid Drive booklet.

You get the added safety of two
rate brake systems in yqur Dodge'
le
Z
Rated" truck. On every Dodge model,
the hand parking brake is completely
independent of service brakes, Operait
ing on the propeller shaft, it helps
lengthen the life of the service brakes.

...and the best brake lining, too!
You get longer lining life and better braking with
Cyclebond linings. It's fused to the shoe! No
rivets means; lining can be used practically down
to the shoe . . . with virtually no danger of drum
scoring. Ends are full-thickness--not tapered—to
provide more braking surface.

, Come ktap/vole'DODGEEXTRA VALUE!

widiasittivaidattlIGEdoogittirliCK5aitsPoduidttittn
ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-211 Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

Telcphffilf.1;21.!

MARTHA GHOLSON
Reveals Wedding Plans
REVEALS PLANS
FOR FALL WEDDING
Elisabeth Gholi Miss Martha
son, daughter ,of Mr. and Mrs.
Interests
Ben Gholson has revealed her
plans for her marriage to David
Nugent, son of Mrs. Bertha NuHOME NEWS .
cent and the late Judge C. D
CLUBS
SOCIETY
Nugent of Fulton.Elizabeth Witty, Editor
The marriage will be solemnPhone 926
Sunday, September 3 at
ized
three o'cloek in the afternoon at
[MRS. SCRUGGS
with
the First Baptist Church
MRS. CHARLES GREEN
ENTERTAINS
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell officiating.
'COMPLDIENTED WITH
I BRIDGE CLUB
A program-of nuptial. music
0110WER ON THURSDAY
will be given by Miss Barbara
entertained
J.
C
Scruggshonored
I
Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Green was
Roberts, vocalist and Mrs. WalThursday night with a pink and I the members•of her Tuesday af- ter Voelpel, organist.
ternoon
bridge
club
and
one
Carl
Mrs.
The bride, who will be given
blue shower giveti by
guest. Mrs. G. J. Willingham of
in marriage by her father, has
Reed and Mrs. M. E. Etheridge
on'Carr
Chicago
at
her
home
in
Reed
sister-in-law, Mrs.
chosen her
at the home of Mrs.
Street.
Highlands.
Paul. Gholson as her matron of
and
gladioli
Games
of
contract
were
enjoyArrangements of
honor. Bridesmaids will be Mrs.
a ed during the afternoon.
Mrs. Troy Glidewell of Murray, sisother summer flowers add
house.
Gus
Bard
received
high
score
the
note of beauty to
of the bride and Miss Saradon
and prize. The hostess presented Mrs. Henry of Hickman, niece of the
Contest were enjoyed
Mrs
Ashby,
Willingham
with
a
guest
gift.
Ellen
Mrs. Mary
groom.
Dee
Light refreshments were serAvery ,Hancock and Mrs.
Richard Browder, cousin of
ved
at
the
close
of
the
games.
prizes.
the
Fry won
the groom,
will serve as best
Members playing
were: Mes- man. .
The honoree received many dames Bard, L. 0. Bradford, J.
Ushers will be the
groont
pretty gifts. The hostess served D. Davis, J E. Fall, Sr., T. M.
a sapich plate to the follow-1 Franklin, Herbert Carr and Abe brothers-in-law, Paul Gholson.
Don Henry of Hickman
and
ing:
Jolley.
Boyd McCleary of Etowah, Tenn.
T
Mrs.
Ashby,
Mrs. Mary Ellen
LTON HOMEMAKERS
CENE VANCIL HONORED
Jess Davis. Mrs. Billy Green,
Billy MEETS WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Richard Myatt, Mrs.
WITH HOBO PARTY ON
WITH
MRS.
REEDS
Williamson,
Parrish, Mrs. Harold
ELEVENTH BIRTHDAY
W.
i
A.
Mrs.
Mrs. Avery Hancock,
Wednesday at the meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Vaneil honMrs. Halford Milstead, the Fulton
Green,
Homemakers Club
Hill,
his
Clyde
MrsMrs. Billy Frt,
Miss Martha Elisabeth Gholson
held at the home of Mrs. Clint ored their son. Gene, on
birthday with a Hobo
Mrs. Dee Fry, Mrs. Thomas Vow-i Reeds on Lake Street Extension, eleventh
T
3arty
Saturday
Mrs
afternoon
at
Bizzle.
6
Lewis
ell, Mrs.
Mrs. L. C. Brown, the new chair(Continued from page one)
on a vacation trip to New n
South leans.
James Green and Mrs. Richard man, gave an interesting report o'clock at their home in
'Mir'KIDS
Fulton.
Willey.
on the Advisory Council
held
er Fields, Mrs. Maurine
GrisOn arrival the guests were
the
Mr. and Mrs. J. .E Campbell ham,
Methodist
Those sending gifts that were August 16 at
third grade; Mrs. Bill Gray.
handed their lunch tied in
a
have
'Kathy,
daughter,
Church
In
little
and
Cayce.
WilMrs.
'linable to attend were:
bandanna handkerchief tied to a 'returned from a vacation trip to Mrs. Regina Townsend, fourt,Mrs. J. H. Lawrence announced
liam Harrison, Mrs. Johnnie
grade; Mrs. Harry Jackson, MiF.
stick. They then assembled in the'Hot Springs, Ark.
Chapman,
Annual
Day
would
be
held
SepWilley, Mrs. Edward
Katherine
Williamson, fifth
back yard round a camp fire
Ernest
Mrs.
tember
12
at
the
First
Baptist
Hastings,
Yrs. Carl
grade; Mrs.
Vestal
Calthorp,
and roasteda their weiners and
Hitchcock
Dick
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Kimbell,
Fulton
beginning
at
Mrs.
Reubin
Church
in
Jenkins,
Miss Pauline Thompson, sixth
marshmallows.
Ann,
of
Padaughter,
Dee
and
and
famin
the
morning.
Martin
Chambers
9:30
Mrs
I Cold drinks, homemade
ice ducah have returned home af- grade; and Mrs. Charlene Stokes,
ily, Mrs. James Warren, Mrs. C. Luncheon will be served at cream
and cake
were served ter a ten day visit with her par- public school music.
D. Jones, Mrs. Leroy Beard, Mrse
Cumberland Presbyterian from a pretty appointed birthday ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert GraIn the High ScIpol:
l'aistine Pierce, Mrs. A.
W. Church and reservations may be
table overlaid with a pink and ham in the Higidands.
Mrs Anabel
Jones,* Social
creen, Jr., Mrs. Billy Joe King, made by calling Mrs. A.
J. blue birthday cloth and centered
studies; Mrs. Ethel Butterworth.
f'''ss Jane Shelby and Miss Jose- Lowe.
with a
beautiful
cake
with
Commerce:
the
Mrs. Josephine Pit 'ne Pickle.
PICNIC TIME
officers were letters eleven across the top and
Installation of
gue, Librarian; Mrs. Sara Beth
By Mary Alden '
held and the following new off1- eleven glowing candles.
Martine
Math.; Mrs. Mary BenMITS, WIGGINS
cers are: president, Mrs. L. C. Gene received many nice gifts.
nett, History; Miss Irma HamilHOSTESS TO
I Brown; vice-president, Mrs. Paul
The
guest
list
ton.
included:
Home
Economics:
Mrs.
BRIDGE CLUB
IHornbeak; secretary, Mrs. A. J.
Charity Green, English; Mrs.
Marietta Bennett, Patsy Jean
Mrs. Frank Wiggins-was 102_11.o:qv; treasurer, Mrs. Oliver Killebrew, -Nancy Counce, LauMildred Anderson, Physical -Education; Robert Perkins, History
cious hostess to her Wednesday ; Kash: federation officers; read- raine Fields, Betty Faye Peeples,
and Coach; K. M. Winston, Math.;
afternoon
bridge club at her ,ing, Mrs Marvin Crocker; citi- Joyce Guilt Edward
Harpe- •
, zenship, Mrs. Charles Sevier and Morgan Fields, Pat Drewe.
Smith Stephens, Music: Samuel
bc-ne on Maple Avenue.
Two tables of members
Platamin, Science Coach; M. N.
en- publicity, Elizabeth Witty.
Morris Taylor and
Tonle
Shankle and Reams.
foyed the afternoon of bridge. I Mrs. Wallace
Burrow, Principal.
Mrs. James Warren was high Mrs. H. G. Butler have completed
Mr. and Mrs. Vancil v.:.s assist • •
The cafeteria
personnel will
sccrer and
received a hand- I their 4-H project for the year.
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Jack CovIng
be Mrs. Georgia McKenzie, Mrs.
New project leaders are: re- ton.
pi..Med plats.
Ruth Speight, Mrs- Edith McCreation, Mrs. Fred
Bondurant
Kenney, Mrs. Pearl
Campbell,
*.lie hostess served -erfe--11114W Mrs. L..(. Williams; home EASTERN STAR
Mrs. Marcus Steele, and Owen
Dr.le to the following members: furnishings, Mrs. Charles StepGalloway.
The janitors will
HAS MEETING
be
Mrs. Warren, Mrs. John Daniels, henson; craft, Mrs. Charles Canand Mrs Jerry Hunter.
TUESDAY NIGHT
Sirs. Grady Varden, Mrs. Alex non, Mrs. J•
Lawrence; landkm the strnmer season comes
Leaeave, Mrs. Robert Graham, gaping, Mrs. Vernon Robey; Fulton Chapter 41 of the OrMrs Monroe Lather and Mrs. E. food,. Hattie Gibson; home der of the Eastern Star held a Into full swing, it's time to plan
family picnic. For a favorite
Cookt,
Mrs.
Wallace stated meeting. Tuesday night at a
picnic supper, include Baked Beans
WasShankle, and Mrs. H. G. Butler; 7:39-at the Masonic *Hall.
end. Scot ,Rain Bread SandVords are not always the aux- clothing, Mrs. W. M. Mitchell; The regular
business routine
...a
AB:ries of Truth. The spirit, and flowers, Mrs. 0. F. Laird
and was conducted and plans kr the wiches.
t the letter, performs the vi- Mrs. F- D. Phillips; 4-H Club Rob Morris picnic were completScotch Raisin Dread is an oat.
tez functions of Truth and Love. work, Mrs. Wallace Shankle and ed. The 'picnic
will be held meal quick bread that is a natural
tAitikeils Eddy%
1-1- G. Butler; Parliamentar- Thursday, August 31 at 6 o'clock for sandwiches. Bake it a day in
advance, thed spread slices with
.40
at the Country Club.
ian. Mrs if G. Butler.
he deepest
truths are best
There were twenty six present.
Members Who haven't a way butter or cream cheese.
re.3 between the lines, and, for Two new members, Mrs. L. 0. to go may call
Mrs. George
SCOTCH RAISIN BREAD
The most part, refuse to be writ- Carter and Mrs. L- C. Williams. Moore, Mrs. Grady Varden, Paul
egg
1
ter.—A Bronson Alcott.
Mrs. George Batts was a visitor. Hornbeak or Edward
Benedict,
VII cup sugar
Jr., and they will provide transcup butlirrnilk
portation
1/3 cup light molasses
1-1/3 cups sifted
enriched flour
/
1
2 terreprioa salt
• 1 teaspoeh soda,
1 cup rolled oats:\ uncooked
Mrs. Boyce Dumas has return% cup chopped nutmeats
ed to her home in Corinth, Miss,
1 cup raisins ':41711ialgar
after visiting her mother, Mrs.
/
1
4 cup melted shortening
Verna DeMyer. She was accom- Beat egg until light; add sugar
panied home by her nephew, Ed- gradually, beating until fluffy. Add
die Moore.
buttermilk ,and Molasses, mixing
well. Sift together flour, salt and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turberville soda; add t,o egg mixture. Add
spent Monday in Memphis.
rolled oats, nutmeats and raisins,
Mr. and Mis. John Gear Atkins stirring only enough to combine.
and sons have returned to their Fold in melted shortening. Bake in
home in Salsbury, M
.
O., after_ a a greased paper-lined loaf pan (1
two weeks vacation with relati- lb. size) in moderate oven (350°F.)
ves.
50 minutes to 1 hour. Store in
bread box one day before slicing.
Mr.. and Mrs. Virgil Carper are Makes one loaf.
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FOR WOMEN

NoilaMinvink.

OBION COUNTY TO
When the Children
4-DAY FAIR
Mahe m. Smile, HAVE
With the first hint of the ap-

MA
(Al

En]
Mari]
rank:
to be
medi
Fran
char:
Cent

cL
proaching
o
fall season .being felt
in the air over the weekend, farmers and homemakers of
the
nty today were turning their
thoughts to the annual
Obion
County Fair, which will begin a
Wednesday,
!four-day run on
Field
;Sept. 6, at the Stewart
'fairgrounds.

l

Children's Editor
Dear Sirs:
Cleta Dee c;,.gs, five ear
old daughter of Ellis and Polly
Biggs went to the movies with
her
parents to see a real
"shoot-em-up" Western. During the movies her parents
missed her and started looking
around only to find her hiding
behind one of the seats.
When asked why she was
hiAing these . she said:
"I've got'to hide back here,
I'm afraid one of those bullets
will hit me."
' Submitted by
Charles Hicks
for Clete Dee's mother.,
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tor
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air c

and
I Combination' eataiogus
1 premium list, are being distributed over the county now, heralding another in the long series of
banner events.

will be charThe 1950 Fair
general
acterized by the same
1 classes of events, which may be
the
I carried by any resident of
county, and an attractive promarranged.
.
Phone 470 for Job Printing . ium list has been
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"Oh, look at the bubbles!" That will piobabie be your family's
first reaction when they spy this novel and attractive fruit gelatin
dessert. Using ginger ale as an ingredient, you can mold bubbles right
into the gelatin, creating a special "sparkley" effect that the family
will love.
"What a grand flavor!" That will be the next exclamation of
pleasure, when your family tastes fresh pears, top of the season,
molded in this wonderful taste combination of ginger ale and luscious
raspberry-flavored gelatin.
"This is an idea for my recipe file!" And that's what you'll say
to yourself when you see how easy it is to prepare a gayly original
dessert that adds real freshness and charm to your late-summer
menus.
GINGER PEAR MOLD
, I package raspberry-flavored gelatin
12 cup hot water
I lie tea -!.ouns !onion juice
cu gin;_•er ale
1 cup d.:.:! fresh r are
•.
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. At;t1 ii.to 1-quart mold.('bill until firm.
kir.un Juice and
al erad- Lnmold . (;ir.ti h with pear
ually. Chill uetil'tick- halves; er.
and green
enml. Then fold in pears. Turn leaves. Makes ii servings.

Special Treat: Homemade Bread

Town Topics

Dinette Suite $49.95
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Delight to all who enjoy good food is the appearance of freshly
baked homemade bread, with butter or margarine and
preserves to spread on it.
Though busy homemakers like to depend on the baker for their
daily supply of enriched bread, there is nothing quite like the wonderful aroma of homemade bread baking in the kitchen and family
enjoyment of this special treat.
Thick sheers of fresh home baked bread may be cut for snacks,
•to be spread with butter or margarine and topped with a bit of brown
sugar or jelly; thinner slices for sandwiches to go into the lunchbox,
others to be dippedin egg-and-milk and fried a golden brown for
breakfast French toast
However yob like it, enriched bread from home kitchen or bakery
Its well into any noernal diet and provides excellent nourishment. In
the well-planned reducing diet, too, enriched bread is included at each
meal for its food energy, proteins, and 13-vitamins.
If you like a deep-browned loaf of bread, brush melted butter or
margarine over the top of the loaf after it has been shaped and placed
in bread papia rise. Bake in moderately hot oven for lightness and
even grain,
ENRICH ED BREAD
'
.• tablear.mm. sums
msg. compicised IN &III
1.046*
S ttaspoons salt
V* clip laitc*sarn *AU
•rtrn.r,
I fAblearonn
2 (1.4» milk
6 cups sditd tntidied Aura (ahoy.)

&Hen yeast in lukewarm water. dmIty:', t,,u I It I VP.
4 —h
.
uou,s.
Scald milk.,Add sugar, salt
.1
,
shortening. Cool to lukewarm, • a
•
• • •• fi.
to 85" F.)•.When toQ:ed, at. "• s
lust
cups emir, stirring well, t,,na shape dough into
d
,:••
P:'";
softened yeast. Add ceportions.
sluipe
each
...to
flour to make a moderately stiff,
Let
rest
10
hlint._es.
smooth
ball.
floured
on
lightte
dough. Turn oat
loaves. Place in
board and knead ontil an, oth 11,4 Shupe into rins.
1.ei rise until
greased bread
satiny (5 to 8 minutes). c"!
;
I !.o.,. 11;_i ; in
y
into ball and place if,
nu:,.erateiy
greased bowl. Grease sur(ace of minutes.
dough lightly. Cover and fet rise
,
tee
eee F

6

JUST RECEIVED! Linen-finish plastic-top table in either gray
or red; extension-leaf for table provides comfortable seating for
six, if needed; 4 matching chairs with plastic-upholstered solid
color backs and seats. Tublar chrome chair and table legs.
Best grades, all sizes on hand
for immediate delivery
*

*

*

FERTILIZER FOR FALL SEEDING
Phosphate 20%, 48%,E2%
Rock Phosphate 30%
Ammonium nitrate

CITY Mil CO

•

Telephone 51

HERE IS AN EXTRA-GOOD BUY for you .... fine quality at a new, low price. See it today; we can have it delivered in
your home in time for breakfast tomorrow morning, if you wish

Use
qua
you
tent

SG

6001

011

McDade Furniture Co.
319-23 Walnut Street

Phone 905

.1
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MARINE RESERVES
CALLED TO SERVICE

2000 Nimble Fingers
To Pick Cotton At
Blytheville, Ark.

ton team, after shooting a score
high enough to win second place
in the junior competition was also disqualified.
The four-man team composed
of Gerald Bushart, Bailey Binford, Charles Binford and Frank
Cardwell were judged the State
champions in the Junior competition.

DROWNING VICTIM
BURIED WEDNESDAY

proved futile, as did attempts at
artificial respiration. His body Friday, Aug. 25, 1950—The Fulton News—Page 7
was taken from the pond about
twenty minutes after he drown- Oakton and
Columbus,
Ky., mobiles, tractors and general
ed.
where 38 loaded cars of South- merchandise, and it was estimatFuneral
services were held bound G. M. & 0. Freight
Train ed that ,Ily 75 percent of the
Wednesday afternoon from
th? No. 31 were derailed at about 4 contents o. these cars was ruinA. M. E. Church.
ed. Estimat is today were that the
a m. Sunday.
He leaves his parents ot Fulwreck loss Will run to $1 million
The
wrecked
cars were loaded
ton, a brother, four sisters, three
;
with
meats,
canned
goods, autohalf-brothers and other relatives.
Phone 470 for Job Printilis

Two thousand nimble fingers
Jessie James, 18-year old colMilfIlle Corps Reserve in
the
ored youth drowned in a pond of
ranks of sergeant and below are' will fly through a fluffy white
cotton field at Blytheville, -Ark ,
water south of Fulton Saturday
to be ordedred. to active duty im-1
September 29 in search of one
afternoon. James was attending
medlately, according to
Col. 1 thousand
an outdeor meeting of the Freegreen dollar bills.
Frank M. Reinecke, officer
in
The
will Baptist Church and took a
..•will be the Nacharge of the
Corps' I,onal
Marine
.
. ..
Cotton
Picking Contest
Mr. Whitesell and James
I swim before the meal was servCentral Recruiting Division
here. 1when more
than two hundred of who have
worked
untiringly ed. All attempts to rescue him ,
cotton with the boys ha):1 the satisfag- !
speediest
First reservists to be called are j the *fiation's
those in the following occupa- , pickers vie for the title, "Worlds tion of knowing that in spite of Kimbel, passenger traffic mana;Chapion Picker", and a 81,00'0 technicalities, • Fulton has the,ger. •
'
tional fields:
prize,
best rifle and mi5skeet marksmen
•
With the delivery of these ears
Construction And
equipment, In addition to the top award in the State.
the Illinois Central will hare accontrol repair- , and the title,
fire instrument
more than
25
quired a total of thirteen new
Gulf. Mobile & Ohio wrecker
communica-1 other prizes — totaling $2,500 in
men; operational
sleeping cars ithis rear.
The crews today
were continuing.
tions, materiel, electronics, mo- 1 all — will be awarded in sun—.
railroad iecently
acqpired four ' work of clearing away wreckage
tor transport, machine account- I ranging from $25 to $250. While
new 2,000-horsepower diesel lo- and re-laying a long stretch of
electronics, and 1 women also are eligible for the
ing, aviation
comotives for its streamline pass- I track at a point about 20 miles
air control.
award, they also
may
enger trains,
north of Union City
between
Five victims of a truck-auto
compete for the $250 first place
Next in line for receipt
of award
mobile
accident,
occurred
which
for the best woman pickactive duty orders are
other er.
near Fulton nearly two weeks
trained volunteer reservists. Unone :other
Sponsored by the Blytheville ago have died, and
trained reservists will be called Junior
A NEW SHOPPING CONVENIENCE FOR YOU
Chamber of
•
Commerce, person seriously injured in the
last, and will be ordered to re- the
National Cotton Pickihg Con- same accident remains hospitalicruit training camps for indoctri- test
A
NEW STEP FORWARD FOR A & P
has grown in the Past decade zed at the Haws Hospital._ He
nation and training.
into one of- the nation's leading is expected to .recover.
The dead are:
Colonel Reinecke stated that a agricultural eyents.
Gustav
Holmes: 4 Route
2.
minimum of 15 days would be alChillicothe, Ill.
lowed between receipt of orders
Bertha Holmes, his wife.
and actual assignment to duty.
<JGeorge Miller, driver of the illHe said that Marine Corps ReWe buy the finest scales and
fated auto, and a foster son of
serve District
directors
art.
Mr. Holmes.
authorized to altoW an additional
cash registers because full weight
John M. Snedeker, 5, grand15 days delay
where deemed
If hard luck hadn't beset Fulson of Mr. Holmes.
necessary.
correct price are musts at
and
ton's Junior' High
Rifle teams
they all would be wearing gold ...Mrs:Este Frantz, of Peoria, Ill.,
In addition, reserve district diA&P.
pins and admiring trophies as sister of Mrs. Holmes.
rectors may allow periods
of
State Champion riflemen. ,
The
only
surviving
victim
is
delay up to six months if the reNext time you return from
SO YOU CAN SEE WHAT YOU ARE SPENDING
But hard luck got 'em . . . not Victor Holmes of the Chillicothe ,
servist is in one of the following
the
four-man
,
address.
AND CHECK YOUR SALES RECEIPT
team
because
they
shopping
your
trip
categoriesto A&P check
came away State ChamMons. But
accident
The
occurred
on
Rice Owen and Larry Cavender
these four things:
on the tworman team were dis- Highway 45-E, Sunday, August
FRESH
TO COON
READY
as
party
13,
the'
returning
was
qualified because of an age tech1. Were you given full weight?
ROUND OR
from
vacation
a
trip
St.
in
LB.
nicality.
Their score was high
SIRLOIN
Fla. The car -„was
enough to tie the Senior High Petersburg,
2. Is the price marked on each
heading
north
it
when
ran
almost
Championships, but that didn't
FRESH SHORT SHANK
LB.
by
item?
matter . . they were disquali- head-on into a truck driven
4 TO 8 LB. AVG.
Casey
Jack
Booneville,
of
Ind.
fied
No charges were placed against
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
3. Were you given a cash regLB
Hunter Whitesell, instructor of Casey,
who was hospitalized fcr
(SHANK PORTION)
the
rifle
team
'explained
that an a short time at the Fulton HosThis is GRAVES County that
slip?
ister
the whole world has heard about. early ruling stated that boys who pital.
LB.
school started
Mammoth. Cave is not . in were 13 when
•
Were
4.
charged
you
the
corwere
eligible
to
shoot
in
the
junGraves County, just because we
I.B.
rect prices?
did not have room for it with- ior Competition, although they
might
have
had
ANY CUT
birthdays
after
out cutting something Ase more
school
started.
Rice,
Larry
and
important out.
You will help us maintain our
HALF HAVEN 2" UP
Kentucky is a great State but Don had their fourteenth birthBU.
days
after
prized
reputation for honesty and
school
started.
new
Eight
Mr.
lightweight
sleepit wouldn't be so much without
,3 LBS. 25c — 6 LBS. 99c
Whitesell
was
not
notified
of
ing
costing
the
cars
$1,200,000
will
Graves County. It is an Empire
accuracy by reporting any errors.
RED MALAGA OR
in itself; we have everything that new ruling until three days be- be added to the streamline fleet
,
of the Illinois' Central Railroad,
THOMPSON SEEDLESS .......
a man qr a mule needs and we fore the State meeting.
Please write:
Don Wright, the one man-Ful- it was announced by George R.
don't have to brag about it beCALIFORNIA
EACH
cause it is well known. We have
Department,
Customer
Relations
JUMBO 27 SIZE
persimmons, squirrels.
cotton,
INDIANA
beautiful
widows and
waterA&P Food Stores
melons.
CHIPPAWA
420 Lexington Avenue
We also raise the very best
JUMBO
Vice-Presidents that know 'bow
New York 17, N. Y.
48 SIZE
to pick out the prettiest widows
exhibit
to be proud
of and
GOLDEN
LB.
hither and yon.
RIPE
Then we have that guy that
used to settle air the finds be.
LAR(.E
M 40I'M
• tween Dukedom and Water ValARMOURS
SIZE
ley in the old ,days. Dukedom
brids would get loaded and armBarley
20 OZ
Rye
Wheat
Fescue
ed and ride Over here to clean
1.11-0Z.
OAF
7-07.
Ladino
Clover
W.
ter
Turf
Oats
Herschel would
out the town.
PINIAPPI I
PKG.
hear of them coming and mount
Red Top
Clover
Red
Orchard
Grass
mule, and
old Elizabeth, his
GOLDEN 8
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed
wait on the Main Drag for DukeARMOURS
EA.
SWEETHEA
RT
dom's army, and if they started
PARKER
anything Herschel went into acTOILET SOAP
tion and the fueding was soon
RED SOUR P1 Ma)
RE(;.
BARS
12-0Z.
over.
Herschel
claims he can still
sIzE
CAN
hit a squirrel in the left eye nine
times Out of ten. And he don't
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, we have added
ARMOURS
brag either.
PENNANT
NEW PACK
Tennessee would
annex
99e 9 No. 2
SYRUP
Graves County, buN
iliel° Ken(No. 10 Can)
ea Cans
BLUE
11/2-LB.
tucky Dam, they found out it was
16-0Z.
IONA UNPEELED HALVES
proposition for folks
too big a
LABEL BOT.
* We have special screens forifescue cleaning
CAN
that were used to small packages.
No. 2/
1
2 Can
They will just have to be con* WE CLEAN ALL KINDS OF SEEDS, such
42 24-oz.
YUKON CLUB
tented with seeing that
ARMOURS
South
as Ky 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
Plus Rot. Peposit
1 Bots.
Fulton don't get
away
from
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
them.
2No.2
TOILET SOAP
—Bill of Harris Fork
seeds.
THANK
YOU
Cans
—
BARS
WITH
16-0/.
1-LB.
BEANS
CAN

N-UP CREWS
REMOVE WRECKAGE

FIVE WRECK VICTIMS
DIE 1TO RECOVER

,

Customers'
Corner

EVERY ITEM AT Y003
A&P NOW HAS THE PRICE
MARKED ON IT

JR. RIFLE TEAM

nily's
tlatin
right
amity
in of
,ason.
cious
I say
ginal
amer

firm.
pear
green

LB.

FRYERS
STEAK
PICNICS
umis

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

IC ADDS EIGHT
SLEEPING CARS

SEED
FOR FALL SOWING!

CHOCOLATES
25°
4

WE WANT TO CLEAN YOUR SEED!

59°
97°
49'
65'
590
49'
3.99

GROUND BEEF LFER:11
SLAB BACON
PEACHES
GRAPES
'
2 29°
CANTALOUPES
25°
POTATOES
390
LETTUCE
29°
BANANAS
15°
ANGEL FOOD RING
49'
TREET
MARVEL BREAD
15°
LAYER CAKE
75'
APPLE PIE
490 CHOPPED HAM
60°

CHERRIES

TWO MORE NEW SEED CLEANERS

misimrimino
WELCOME!

I

20' APRICOTS
BEVERAGES
DIAL
37, KIEFFER PEARS
2
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
WOODBURY'S
HOMINY
1o0
TOLET SOAP
TAMALES
PEAS I"
2'rans 23'
24°
FRUIT
JARS
69(
Q7)„,
790
PARD
DOG FOOD
FLOUR
25 :,;(. 1.50 VIENNA SAUSAGE
16-0/..97
0
2
LARD
50:7„ 8.95
21"
(HED-O-BIT
ki•-•
DEVILED HAM
LINIT LAUNDRY STARCH, 12-oz. box 12c CORNED
BEEF HASH
"
21c
ABmoi
IVORY
CORNED BEEF
BALLARDS
BALLARDS
SOAP
DOG FOOD
3
45c DEVILFOOD MIX
27°
BAG
No. 21/j
Can

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS

REG. 4.
2

—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

See us for your farm and

HANNA'S PAINTS

home needs. Good stocks.

QUAKER STATE OILS
Std. and Heavy Duty Tubes
600x16 Tubes

82.50

Other sixes at corresponding
LOW PRICES

ASHLAND
SERVICE STATION
Chalich and Main
Fulton, kentucky
JAMES HIBBS, Manager

Mason Pts.
Reg. Doz.
SUNNYFIELD
PLAIN
PURE

I.

We can sweeten it with molasses.

16-07.

PKG.

SIZE

ccie

ARMOURS

oaf

16-0Z
CAN

MED.

14-07.

WOODBURYS
TOILET SOAP
BATH
BAILS

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

4-0Z.
JAR

st P FOOD STORE

CAN

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

%ICBM RS

AMERICAN
CHEESE FOOD

('AN

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

101/z-OZ.
CAN

A

ARMOURS

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chicken&
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for gro.ving and finishing pig.,

ARMOURS

itAit,
, 25e

SIZE

( ANS

Use this station for your headquarters and let us service
your car while you shop or attend the show.

BEEF STEW
350
44°
23'
25'
29° CHILI CON CARNE
74°

Le

23'

,
4

950

4

39,

BARS 230

S
SIZE

CANS

PERK
DOG FOOD

BEECHNUT BABY FOODS
STRAINED
1ARS

45°

CHOPPED
JARS

270':

2

CANS

2"
.

SUPREME HONEY

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

1-LB.
BOX
,
•111

30'

SHEDDS LADY BETTY

SALAD DRESSING, 16-oz. jar
45c Fr. Dressing .6-oz.
Mayonnaise, 16-oz.
Sandw. Spread. 16-oz.
35c Prune Juice, qt.
SHEDDS OLD STYLE SAUCE, bottle

35c
23c
24e
26e

OLD DUTCH
CLEANSER
14-OZ.
9

93„

Li.

CANS

Le

•
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I M. Chapman and attended
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L.
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Elliott and
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'Governor Earle C. Clements, the Withers, Congressmen John
A. children of Detroit, Mrs. Donald follows: "HOT DAWG! Behold. culture at the close of the week
party's standard bearer, for the Nlititaker, Second District; Frank Cherry and son, Billie,
Mrs. I bring you good tidings of great of August 14, 1950, No. 2 red
United States Senate, and sevell critif, Fourth
District; Brent Thomas Exum
and son, Glyn joy; especially to the local foot- winter wheat brought $249 at
Plans were laid last week by House nominees.
,
Spence, Fifth District, and Carl spent Tuesday with Mrs. Nina ball fans and , most of all to'Chicago, $2.21 at St. Louis and
Panther Mentor 011ie Leathers, I 82.19-2.23% at Kansas City.
Murehison and'family.
Kentucky Democratic Congress- I . J. Thaxter Simms, of Cynth- Perkins, Eighth District.
Luther Elliott is seriously ill who is beginning to alloW that
Marketing of elm
ihnal,nominees "for the 1950 cam- lane, Kentucky, Clements' priIncreaseri
Represen
tative
Noble
Gregory
, in
Imary campaign
recent habitual frown to be sup- and arrivals at tlrolead
manager, was
the Fulton Hospital.
ing termpaign at a Washington luncheon the -unanim
ous choice of the of the First District, was unable
Mrs. 011ie Howell is seriot.sly planted with a smile."
inals totaled. 8.3 million bushels.
to attend, having been called to ill in the Fulton Hospital.
ROCK PHOSPHATE
The news that busted Leath- jWith slow demand corn
prices
Mayfield to take charge of arFuneral services for Otiman er's gloomy
Particles so hnely ground
decorum was the !declined at some markets but at
FOR THIRTY YEARS
they look like face 'louder
rangements for the Barkley Shelton were held at
Wesley goliath, Joe Vaughan, the much !Chicago and St. Louis were about
QUALITY AND SERVICE
-feed each tiny root hair
Homecoming
at
the Graves Church on Sunday at 2:30. He is lamented lost tackle, is no more j unchanged.
No. 2 yellow corn
with nature's richest source
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
County Fair.
the son of the late Mac Shelton lost. Vaughan failed to pas
was quoted at
Chicago
at
of natural phosphate.
his
are. always a part of our service.
and- Mrs. Fannie Shelton, who army physical
ntIR It costs little or no more to
thereby putting 1$1.55 5-8. St- Louis at $1.55 and
BUMPER POTATO CROP
now lives in this county.
City at
He him in a uniform of a different ikansas
-1- get the finely powdered rock:'
$1.44Y2-1.47,
leaves three brothers and
(Jam
just insist on the FOUR LEAF
were
two
unchang
ed and soysort—a football uniform.
The United States and
Ken- sisters; James Skelton of Sumbrand for ciniLk results.
beans continued to decline to a
tucky Department of Agriculture merfield
Army
PIRA P•yonents l.,h.(Iel
doctors who examined new crop basis.
, Ohio, Macon Shelton of
report the United States produc- Crutchfi
Write
Theme.. Phosphate Company,
the
1950
captain-elect tabbed to
eld, Woodrow Shelton of
407 South Dearborn St., Chicago 5.111.
tion of potatoes at
TELEPHONE
leave
with the local
467,192,000 Hickman County, Margarett JefSr tee your local duelers
National • GLORIFIED
FRUIT SALAD
' bushels, up almost 17 million fries of
Crutchfield and Allie Mai Guard unit and take with him
Dress up a fruit salad, whether
bushels from the
July 1 esti- Duke of Water Valley, Route I. most of F. H. S.'s hopes for a
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
it is made of fresh or canned
mate. Production last year was Burial
The bmt ambulance service at any hour,
day or night.
was in the Wesley ceme- winning ball club, deferred him !fruit,'
SEED COMPANY
or a combination of the
401,962,000. Kentucky's yield's is tery.
because of asthma. Working on
Air-conditioned dispel.
much heavier than was first estithe theory that sneezes don't hurt two, with a sprinkle of cocoanut, Cayce, Ky.
Phone 17
—MEMBER—
Zelia
Murchis
on of Rutherfprd, on the gridiron
mated,'and harvesting will not be
Leathers is wait- a tiny winding stream of honey
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL
Tenn.,
spent
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with
Mrs. ing for Monday
completed
ASS'N.
for
another two
to roll around and a cherry, berry, or swirl of
Nina Murchison and family and
whipped cream to top it al'
weeks.
with open arms. •
Phone 470 for Job Printing
attended Osiman Shelton's funeral.
An all-star-met-talon last year. t
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan was and is picked for ,
0. D. Cook, Sr., and
Harold some standout accomplishments
Wayne were: Mr. and Mrs. Joe this fall. Probabilities are that
Cook of Cuba, Ky., Mr. and Mrs with the hulking 200 pounder in
Alfred Vaughan and children. In the.line, Panther morale will go {
the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Joe up 100 percent.
Sellars, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvort
Cannon, Bobbie Joe Sellars and
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Miss Joy McAntott, Jimmie and
Russell Sellars, Gerald Wilker- "Christ Jesus" is the sublet
son, David Clark and
William of the Lesson-Sermon which N\
Boon Cannon were visitors in the be read in all Christian Sciery.i.
I will be out of my office between
home.churches
throughout the world
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cook have on Sunday, August 27, 1950.
AUG. 16 and AUG. 30, 1950
returned from their
vacation
The Golden Text is: "Behold.!
which was spent in
Oklahoma
the
days
come, saith the Lord,
City, Okla.
in order to attend the convention of
Mrs. Alfred'Vaughan and chil- that I will raise unto David
a
righteou
s
Branch. and a King
dren spent
Monday afternoon
the American Veterinary Medical
with Mrs. 0. G. Clark and chil- shall reign and prosper, and shall
execute judgment and justice in
dren.
the
earth.
. . . And this is his
The following was taken from
Association at Miami.
the Frankfort Journal August 19, name whereby he shall be called
THE
LORD
OUR RIGHTEOUS
1950, a daily newspaper
of NESS."
(Jer. 23:5,6).
Frankfort, Ky, in regard to Joe
touisvit.La. KENTUCKY
Vaughan, son of Mr. -and Mrs. L. Among
ln case of Emergency.
the citations
8-69
which
R.
KENTUCKY
Vaughan of 210
STRAIGHT
Conway comprise the
B
U k
Lesson-Sermon is
WHISKEY
Street, Frankfort, Ky. Joe was the
following from the Bible ..•
born
in
Beelerton, Hickman "And Jesus answere
d them, sayCALL: Dr. Harris, Martin, Tenn.
ing, The hour is come, that the
Son of man should be glorified.
Dr. Neely, Union City, Tenn.
... And I, if I be lfited up from
First of Mr Fine Cars in Value
the earth, will draw all men unto
me." (John 12:23, 32).
Dr. Miller. Clinton,

DEMOCRATS PLAN
FALL CAMPAIGN

FOUR (LEAF

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

l

I

The call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

I
1

NOTICE: I

CABIN STILL

Straight from Kentucky
4Yeaxs Old

Atiee4iteretAlzigif,:z

Ky.

MARMALADE SURPRISE
Cut hot buttered toast into three
strips and spread with marmalade. Cover with a slice of cheese
and run under the broiler until
the cheese has melted and you
have a delightful accompriment
for a fruit salad.

DR. H. W. CONNAUGHTON
—Veterinarian—

Utee

Just how intielt need a really
fine car cost?

and easy as only Mall-coil springing
can make it, yet firm'and steady always,thanks to torque-tube drive—

t7ou'Ll, find the answer written
I in the delivered price tags of
this bold and strapping beauty pictured here.

hind the wheel to see that it is
truly fine by any yardstick.
But it leaves the factory carrying
the lowest price per pound of any
car in the fine-car field.
It's a Buick ROADMASTER —and
you have only to put yourself behat means that the money that
goes into its building goes
for things that really count—
For a big, husky Fireball
straight-eight engine of 152
took at the PRICES
DELIVERED
hp and all the brilliance of
'TYPICAL
performance the highways
fluidics
1950
est
can handle—
900
t
For room that measures up
Kona 460
$199
SPECIA
with the biggest, and for
sk
Ina
de
comfortcontrived ofdeep
IS:lane with
&loss.„on
soft seats and abundant
91P°
410
10
0000.
$
spacefor taking it easy—
trias_..-.
Was
luicklaalaii wall she
Fora ride that's literally
"outofthis world,"soft
0000
'52 foloass. 4.40it
s

T

51C°

For handling that is feather-light,
for the complete smoothness of
Dynaflow Drive as standard equipment, for a whole host of fine-car
touches such as rich upholstery
materials, flexible-spoke ste ring
wheel, non-glare rear-view mirror,
even automatic windshield washers,
all included in the price.

!MUM y

FASTER COOKING!
SIMPLI-MATIC
OVEN CONTROL!
LOW PRICED!

really fine car costs, but how little
you need to pay to get all that a
fine car can give.

FRIGIDAIE

Drop in any time on your Buick
dealer for a trial ride in a ROAD.
MASTER — and the surprisingly
happy news on its delivered prices.

Red&does&
soth Oefisaflow

YOUR KEY 10
GREATER VALUE

Taw et HENRY J. TAYLOR,ARC Newark every Stearia•18•641916
.

FULL 40-INCH SIZE!

Yes, the big question ROADMASTER answers is not how much a

Seidl °Pa
Riviera Sadao
(1111seirestioU
Vial00
1.72
ascnola.topinitiUtS
sta siews.
Stack
Solon.Who&
44lion Soso
osar•••
rag
Wives, # airy,
aria local ROADMAST ER
ment, stow standard
on
equip
SUPER
Optional Dynollovi Dose
SPECIAL oncl
additional.
COTawl an
adjoining
mtwo
optional cd
slightly In prices subject
acidels.
vary
may
AR
models. Pf ICC,. shipping charges.
88.0i1111. anie 90
vothout adtica
so &wage

PORCELAIN FINISH!

Here's one of the biggest electric range
bargains we've ever offered! Fastest
cooking in Frigidaire history,full 40-inch
size in every way and has every basic
cooking and baking convenience you
need for clean:cool, carefree cooking.
Economical, too, because all six sides
of the oven are heavily insulated to,
keep heat in and electric bills downli
See it today!

Look Outside! Look Inside.

ELECTRIC RANG:
With All These Wonderful Features!
• New,improved 5-Speed
Radiantube Units

•C
lent Appliance
Outlet

• Deep-Well Thermizer
Cooker

• Acid-resisting porcelain
finish

• Big, full-size Even-Heal
Oven

• Big Storage Drawer
glides on triple-n}:on
rollers

• High-Speed Broiler,
waist-high

• Exclusive Sh:rdi-Weid
Constructicn

,
os 7.: •

You can't match a

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANv
224 - 228 Fourth Street

41, WIEN 1111111 AUTONOMIES
ARE BURT MA= VMS SURD

Fulton, Kentucky

now

FRIGIDAIRE

Graham Furniture Co.

Walnut Street

Fulton. Kentucky

Table 1.—CENSUS OF BUSINESS PRELIM
INARY RESULTS FOR 1948, BY TRADE
GROUP
FULTON COUNTY, KY.
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be proud, of. you fans have sup- ,
Paid employees
long before now.
Number of ' 1948 sales
proprieported
workweek ended
the
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in
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It seems that our Jackson and
and receipts
tors of
nearest No. 15, 1948
estahPaducah friends are not pleased this seasons I believe that all the ;
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unincorFulton
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-Asso
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will
• ..ith the present arrangement of
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porated
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7
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32
Pierce Walker Garage
24
What's that? You like KItVal
25
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31
WHOLESALE TRADE, total .
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Beelerton
better, OK, let it go at that. That daughter born August 20 at the
66
20
4811
14
Meechant wholesalers
84
would make a good combination Fulton Hospital.
Phone Fulton 1224-1-3
10
2,184
•
5
Otto.r types of wholesalers
for organized baseball. (By the
56
10
Mr. and IC/Ls. Dual
.2,627
Williams,
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SELF:C..7ED SERVICE TRADES, 2—total
way, before I forget, Hannibal is
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51
591
the
a town in Missouri, about seventy Route 5, Fulton, announce
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Personal services
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All other service trades
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Lee, born
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miles '920 at Jones Hospital
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Laying all jokes aside, Pallucah wants the Kitty, and person1948 sales
Active proprially, we would like to see them
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in-'the Kitty. Baseball is a busietors of
Cit, :ilia trade group-4
nearest
Nov. 15, 1948 .
estabness that is based on competition,
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and you must have this competibusinesses
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What was wrong with my boys
A full, exciting week of entertain- •111'
RENI,AINI)Kti OF COUNTY:
last
week? Brother, I wish I
ment, education, and thrills at the
Rethil tr...le
knew. One thing we are certain
132
4,419
134
Kentucky Homecoming State Fair!
228
Sc
175 .
s.•iyiee trades
of,
with the fifth place club only
25
113
29
14
12
three games behind, we've gotta
hold 'em airtight. What about it,
Spectacular
World's Great,S
Continued from Page 1)
Purebred
place; Fulton in third,
behind boys? Is we is, or is . ye aint?
Grandstand Show
Horse S:-ic
Livestock
If
we
five games; Jackson in second,
do make the grade, or if,
_
MARY-NELLE
four and one-half behind MayWomen's
Civic Club
County
ter, C...:-ence and Carlyle and field, who has a breeze
Department
"-Ir the '
Midway Stands
Exhibits
their wives, Myrtle Brady, Ora balance of the season.
Their
Tobacco and
Merchants'
Farm
Taylor and Myrtle Green Ridge- schedule calls for three games
IT'S HERE
with Fulton, and four ••.•ith the
Field Crops
Machinery
Exhibits
way who spent most of their lives
The Sensational New Invention
Cairo Dodgers.
in that community were always
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
Did any of you hear that loud ;
National Fiddlers' Contest
• Gospel Quartet Contest
entertain the.
on hand to help
wail from over Union City way No Belts — No Straps — No
guests.
Odors.
last week? Well, that was our
The two Bruce sisters, Minnie good
friend Lou Wrather, from , Approved by Doctors — The
and Osie, were there withatheir WENK.
Wor; ''s - ,
7 1,Comfortable
He ,was protesting very
husbands, Walter
respective
Truss.
loudly concerning the statement
Henderson
and Gip • McDade. of Ed
Kellow, the Paducah SunNettie Permenter Democra
Walter and
CITY DRUG CO.
t sports writer, concernnever missed such an occasion• ing next
405 Lake St.
Fulton
LOU I
ILL E, K Y.
year's Kitty
League
There are others, whq will remember those days, whom
we
Depot SI, ci
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton have failed to mention. There are
others ,who will remember days
spent with Alben Barkley. Days
••••••
such as that were a priviledge to
those fortunate enough to have
Quality Printink, good service: Call 470
1-enjoyed them.
I As we heard Mr. Barkley say,
Friday, that in his youth he had
considered leaving his
native
state at trines—it is, that way
with most men — we feel sure
that no man who has_left it fails
to wish, at times, to return.
We feel that when Kentucky's
favorite son puts away his gavel
as the presiding officer of the
United State Senate, that he will
return. Yes, that he will return
to his native land and enjoy the
hospitality of such gatherings as
were held in the Mount Moriah
Community, then—and now.
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DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

FREE ESTIMATES
ON ELECTRICAL HEATING
FOR YOUR HOME

We do general electrical work of all kinds,
in
and around your home, your farm
your business establishment

"My Boys, the Railroaders" I

f

Seasons may come, and seasons
may go, but when, if ever can ve
look forward to another season
like the 1950 Kitty season? With
only seven scheduled games left
in this season, there is still the
aostbility of any one of the first
frie clubs ending in the upper
b.
-racket.
Owensboro is
eight
gnomes out Of first place, but they
hatre two rained-out affairs to ,
make up.
1
Madisonville is seven
games
'out of first,
resting in fourth

DAME and WADE
EL.ECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Fulton, Kentucky

Goop

I

HAM ;,,-%

ETHERIDGE

(All US - - NO OBLIGATION
PHONE 9184

•••••••••••

_ 1111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111INIMIIIIIIIIIHMIVII'' -mar"
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TANioNt

Now thousands own 2 Fine Fords
When over a quarter-million families are
two-Ford families there must he a reason! And
there are many! These families love the eon.
venience of the extra car! And they've found
that, while dividing the
family mileage. two
money-saving Fords cost
little more than driving
one higher priced car.

IVhdr
tiret and
whirl Iron rings optional
W extra cosi,

they're that easy on -the purse!

Welcome as a cool breeze! Try a
tall, frosty highball made with
s.
.friendly Bond Lillard. For 81 years
"
companionable men have preferred
••••.,s,
s.this smooth Kentucky favorite.
*ft. •

Ford offers a choice of two great economy'
engines—a 100 h.p. V-8 or a 95 h.p. "Six"...
'"wwx.
with King-Size Brakes ... with a "Lifeguard"
Body ... with "Fashion Car" Styling! Come
in and see for yourself —"Teat
)
ila\
Drive" a '58 Ford today.

4,16.

•

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

Bars and
Package Stores carry

ift3vcssdeatf!

BOND & LILLARD
Ask for it by Name

11101101011

11“Iii

WOO

WO°

KENTUCKY
WHISKEY
—A BLEND

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y. • 65%
GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
_
-

J. V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
-%'l I'll
HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 43

LIGhT PEACH CROP
land family.
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Milburn,
' Mrs- Era Brown of
The 1950 peach crop will only
tne weeKend with Mr be a drop in the b,ticket to take
Weems visited their sister, Mrs. Ky., spent
and Mrs. Charles Lowe.
Mississippi Plantation Life:
' care of the needs of our people in
Tennie House Wednesday.
Edward Griffin, who has been Kentucky; according to Harry F.
The Writings Of
LaDonna
and
in Walters,. Commissioner of AviArthur Lene
stationed in Wichita, Texas
Mattie Dear
Wiggins the Air Corps, is spending a few culture. Many orchards have no
Hicks visited Shirley
days with his parents. Mr. and peaches to ship, and very few
Monday.
, Mrs. Press Griffin. He is expectagain
my job
-Well, I'm on
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Steward and ling a call for overseas duty soon. orchards have approximately 50
percent of a normal crop. The
thank the Lord. I am feeling fine
were
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy
Mrs. Virgil Green of Mayfield cause of this is the result of the
today and it is a very pleasant
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
her
guests
of
Monday
night
spent
late spring freeze.
day while being the 22 day of Sunday
mother; Mrs. Mattie Renfro.
August. But this is the coolest J. J. McNatt.
left
Mrs.
Billie
Stem
Mr.
and
August that I can witness but
Miss Emma Lou Shell spent
Jane and, Sue Owen called or
Genning,
in
Wednesday after- Friday for Fort
the weekend with relatives
tne Lord knows his business.
Joyce Taylor
visit
her
brother,
Mr.
They
will
Union City.
I was at the Bethel M. B. C. noon.
Murphy,
who
is
leaving
for
overVaughaq was
Little Johnnie
Sunday pastored by thp Rev. L.
seas duty in a few days.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
A. Brown of Rosedale, Miss. He Qick one day last week.
Mrs. Tennie House and Mrs.
read 11 verses of the 19 chapter
of St. Luke. His text was 9 chap- Ruth'Weems called on Mrs. Wilter of St. John, verse 5. Subject: ma Williams Tuesday afternoon.
Bettie Casey visited her sister,
Jesus is the Light of the World.
He preached a soul reviving ser- Mrs. Leon McBee and Mr. McBee
mon. Let Mattie Dear tell you of Murray over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
one thing, I sure love good servthe Sunday guests of Mrs. Caroice.
We are having fine weather line and Miss Alice Rogers Sunday. Other visitors were: Mrs.
now My cotton sure is opening.
and Mrs. Rosa
I guess I might start to handling Alvin Holloway
some money now. I hope I will Charlton of Wingo.
The MYF social met with Ken
but yet I am doing fine..
Rowland Tuesday night of last
My brother that I hadn't seen week. Games were
played and
since the year 1904 he come to refreshments were served to the
see me in 1949 and stayed two 'ollowingf Charles Carr, Harold
nights with my sister and I and Taylor, Larry Breedlove, Arthur
he went off and' I never heard Lane Hicks, Ludora
Rowland,
from him until on the 21 of Aug- Randy Carr and Joyce
Taylor.
ust 1 received a letter from him. Our leaders, Mrs. Harold Carr
He is in Seattle, Wash. I sure was and Ken Rowland.
glad to hear from him; onlyest
brother thaf I has lilting. Pray
PIERCE STATION
that we may meet again in thg'
life. He sure
was good to me
Mrs. Dolan Prichard and son,
when we was together. He is the Mrs. James Bivins and
baby of
fourth child.
Cooter, Mo., spent the weekend
I wrote Patricia Latane but I here with their daughter and sisnever did get no answer. I read ter, Mrs. Richard
Birmingham
all the other letters she answered. There was something I sure
would like to know and I address
it like they.said. Here is another
poe_m.
My loving mother,
She is gone, she ask
Us all to follow on,
SUDDEN EXPENSE
She said work for
MAY LOOM /MEAD
Jesus while you can
.570P YOZ// woRizy
And meet me over
Gers zoNN bvsrEno
$24.95 DOWN
In the Glory Land.
Loans made in all sur•ounding towns and
DUKEDOM RT. 2
2ounties in any
'mount up to $300 on
AutomoFurniture,
Joyce Taylor
FULL PRICE 5249.50
bile, Livestock. CoSignature.
-naker,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F Taylor callN.7-E5, it's a value sea- •True Zero Zone Freezer Locker
ed on Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
Full-width, fully enclosed.
_i_ sation! Never before
Tuesday night of last week.
Keeps even ice cream firmly
such quality, features
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
frozen, in original package.
girls visited Mr. and Mrs. Beckand reliable performance •
Full-Width Quick Chiller
ham Vaughan and family Thursin a 9.2 cu.ft. refrigerator
Stores meats and left-overs
day night.
quick chills salads, bevat this amazing new low
Mrs. Wilma Williams was the
erages and desserts.
price. See it... compare
Thursday guest of her mother,
it now, before you buy! •Glass-Covered Crisper
Mrs. Tennie House.
•Self-Closing Door Latch
Shirley
Wiggins has returned
•Full-Size Super Power Unit
home after visiting in Oklahoma
•Five Year Warranty Plan
City, Okla.
Sunday
visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls were:
Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen, Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Owen and boys,
Mrs. Wane Work and Rita, Mrs.
_014..04A
Ester McClain and children and
—2 STORES
311 Walnut Street
Phone 1232
Joyce Taylor.
217 Main Street
FRIE
324 Walnut Street
Mrs. Tye Finley and Mrs. Ruth

I

18 pc. Set Dishes
ONLY $2.95
Nice floral design!
+ Six Cups
+ Six Dinner Plates
-4- Six Saucers

Service for Six. A real,
Money-Saving Special:

THROW RUGS with lots of color,
pretty borders:
15 x 27, 29c

18 x 36, 49c

30 x 54, 89c
ARMSTRONG, BEAUTY-TONE OR
GOLD SEAL

95

9 x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS Reg-6
ular price, $9.95. Special this
•
week ____

This is a heavy duty, deluxe quality rug

12 x 15 LINOLEUM
Regular price $205.
this week:

7 95

RUGS.'
Special

•

ONLY ONE LEFT: Armstrong 12 x 12 Rug
$16.95
Reg. price $19.95; special at only

SAVE ON YOUR CANNING NEEDS
COLD - PACK CANNERS
$2.50

,)CART SIZE: Holds seven quarts
GALLON SIZE: Holds 7, 1 1 -gals, or 9 qts.

$4.50

(All cookers complete with racks, pans, etc.)
7-QT. NATIONAL PRESTO, holds 9 pints o*r 7 quarts;
$17.95
All-aluminmium; Reg. 519.85; OUR PRICE

Chevrolet trucks with Loadmaster
engine offer more net horsepower
—proved by certified ratings on
engines used as standard equipment in conventional models of the
five most popular makes, 13,000
to 16,000 lbs. G.V.W.

7-QT. STREAMLINER, holds 9 pints or 7 quarts;
$14.95
Allaluminum; Reg. 919.95; OUR PRICE
HALF-GALLON SIZE COOKER, holds 4 '5-gals or 7
quarts or 18 pints; all aluminum; Reg. $23.95; OUR
PRICE $19.95.

11.,,IV° better

QUART SIZE ALL AMERICAN cast aluminum; holds
7 liquid quarts or 4 pint jars; Reg. S14.95; OUR
PRICE 59.95.

'Pe/277%0/7
Chevrolet offers Valve-in-Head engire—rugged dependability,
economy, quality. Chevrolet cuts
maintenance costs—makes real
reductions in operating expenses.

7HIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

Resale
Chevrolet trucks have led in sales
for eight consecutive production
years—proof of owner satisfaction
which makes Chevrolet's resale
value traditionally higher.

r

'sew

•••
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weerninantallenms

Chevrolet,eldvance - Deszyn
77-tick Featzwe /
TWO GREAT VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES • THE NEW
POWER-JET CARBURETOR • DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH
• SYNOIRO-MISN TRANSMISSIONS • NEVOID REAR
AXLES • DOUBLI-ARTICULATID BRAKES • ADVANCE.
Dasiees STYLING • BALL-TYPI STIRRING

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 38

AN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mona Lisa
Goodnight Irene
Sam's Song
Play a Simple Melody
Tzona, Tzona, Tzona
I Wanna Be Loved
County Every Star
Bewitched
Third Man Theme
Bonaparte's Retreat

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

PHONOGRAPH
RECORD
ALBUMS
ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

14 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out

tomorrow!

Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.
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PRESSURE COOKERS

CHEVROLET TIFFIS

mum

AG)
ARMSTRONG DELUXE HEAVY DUTY

Bennett Electric

Infra sure
to be ahead with

110 LAKE STREET

$4.95

This is the lovely GoldBand design that makes
such a pretty place setting.
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32 PIECE SET DISHES
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ALABAMA WOK TELLS HOW SHE MAKES
HER FAMED SHERRY CREAM PIE

spoon. Take off the. stove.

Roundup Time

Third, add the gelatine mixture, the salt and the nutmeg to
the egg custard until gelatine is
Mrs. Kenneth Coons of Tuscadissolved.
Fourth, add
% cup sugar.
your
loosa, Alabama, is so intensely inSherry wine, very slowly, stirr1 cup milk.
terested in food that she start
ing
const
antly
1-8
. "If you add the
teaspoon salt.
ed
sherry too fast,"
an impressive
cookbook collecteaspoon nutmeg.
warns
Mrs.
tion, now numbering 25 volumes, % cup sherry
Coons
,
"it
might
Curdle." pow,
wine.
and fifth, the custard filling goes
and her own little herb garden.
4i pt. whipping cream.
But the best evidence of
into the refrigerator to thicken.
her
Crush the.Cookies on waxe When thick, beat your
skill in the arts of the kitch
d
egg whites
en is
stiff and whip the cream
the elegant Sherry Cream Pie paper with a rolling pin
firm.
until
Then, fold or mix in the stiff
for which she is famous all over very fine.
Then
egg
mix
crushed whites
that southern town. Writing
gentl
y
and
cooki
again
es with melted butter and
gently, .
in
McCall's for August, Katha
fold in the whipped cream
pat
the
mixture firmly into a.10"
rine
.
Best and Katharine Hillyer
give glass pie plate, up over the edges,
Yttur pie shell by now shoul
you Mrs. Coon's recipe for
d
to
form
a pie shell. Now put the be lovely and
this
firm. Take it out
party favorite:
pie shell into the refrigerator
for of the refrigerator and fill it with
a 1-hour chilling.
the chilled custard mix,
MRS. COONS'S
sprinkling the top with grated
SHERRY CREAM PIE
From here on you
sweet
have to chocolate or
crush
"wor
k like a cyclone."
ed
cookies.
13 cups crisp chocolate
First, Put it back
cook- soften gelatine in
into
the
refrigerator
cold milk. Sec- for a
ies, crushed.
good long 8-hour sessio
ond, put the egg yolks in the
n.
'4 lb. butter, melted.
top ,Then, you can
of
serve
a
it to your
doubl
e boiler, beat slightly,
1 envelope unfavored
fanciest friends.
gelatine then add
sugar, 1 cup of milk;
"4 cup cold milk.
stir well and cook for 10 minut
3 eggs, separated.
es
or until the
mixture coats a
ROCK SPRINGS
It's roundup time when
WLW's Lee Jones, the Yodeling
Nettie Lee Copelen
Cowgirl steps to the microphone
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Patri
ck for some rollicking tunes of the
of Union City spent Sund
ay with west. Lee's yodels and songs are
Marshal and Johnnie Moore
heard on the "Midwestern
.
June
Henderson spent a few Roundup" time at 4:45 a.m., EST.
days this week with Marth
a Kay
Copelen.
afternoon and night
Mr. and Mrs. Hercnei Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive drove
and Beverly have been spending
this past week with his parents, to Kentucky Lake Sunday
after
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Elliott. His church.
father is seriously ill.
Edgar
Grissom is suffering
Mrs Rollie Howell was carrisi from a severe cold.
to the Fulton Hospital Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Vick of
*
night.
ulton visited her, father and
Luther Veatch is spending
a family, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie
few days with his children
in Phillips and son Monday afterMemphis, Mr. and
Mrs. Isew.s noon.
Tsbhs and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gal
Bro. and Mrs. Sidney Raper
,
.
ruff..
and children of Water
'Standard Oil Products"
Valley,
•
Mrs.
Miss.
Bessi
, spent a few days this past
e Snow
and Glenn
Fast State Line
Ray, Mr. and
Fulton
week
with Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Byrd
Mrs. Raywere Sunday afternoon visito
rs mond Gambill and son, Michael.
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch
and
family.

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - LAMPS
BARGAIN PRICES

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
PUBLIC
AGAINST LIQUOR SELLERS
(;entlemen:

Rug
16.95

It

VICE

•row.

)f

:eed

They are engaged in a wicke
d business. It is the most infamous business that Is opera
ted outside of hell. Although
they
may have a license under
the Ne a. Deal administration
and
under the laws of their State
to engage in the merchandis
e of
booze, yet I remind you that
under God they have no such
license and under the unwritten
laws of decency, purity and
virtue they have no such licens
e.
I hold no personal ill will
toward them, but I shall oppos
e
and fight the rotten traffi
c which they are engaged
in. Some
of them may be respectable
citizens in the community wher
e
they live, but they are
operating the most disreputab
le business in the world.
They may have homes of their
own, but they are destroying the homes of others.
Their children may never be
orphans, but they are making
orphans of your children who are
entitled to the same chanc
e
in life as theirs.
Their bodies may never be ravis
hed by a disease, but they
are causing multitudes of other
s to be ship-wrecked in body
and soul.
They may never be sent to an
insane asylum, but they are
helping to send others there who
will never return to a normal life.
They may not be dope peddlers,
in the commonly accepted
sense of the term, but they are
selling a narcotic that is as
deadly as any poison ever taken
into the human body.
They may not be in the kidnap racke
t, but I remind you
that their Satanic traffic is kidna
pping the souls of our boys
and girls.
They may not be a criminal accor
ding to the letter of the
law, but their ungodly busin
ess is making criminals by
the
thousands every day.
They may not be a robber accor
ding to Lev, but they are
robbing boys of their manhood,
girls of their virtue, and little
children or their food, clothes,
and the comfort of a good home.
They may not be murderers,
but they are engaged in a
business that kills, destroys and damns
the souls and bodies ot
multitudes every year.
They may not be a reckless drive
r, but their deadly traftic is causing our highways
to be baptized in human blood.
Their infernal traffic brings shipwrecks
to lives, destruction to homes, sorrow to mothers, heart
aches to wives, poverty
to innocent children, confusion
to the community, corruption
to the state, and disgrace to civili
zation. It empties pantries,
engenders strife, inspires crime, swell
s the prisons, ravages
the body, and hangs crepe on the door.
It is dishonorable, betraying, depraving, and degenerating.
It is an enemy of virtue,
modesty and chastity.
They are engaged in this evil business
for the gain of a
few paltry dollars, but I remin
d you that they are trafficking
in the souls of men. The filthy lucre
which will come into their
hand is blood money. It is sinful, slimy
and snaky.
They laugh and sneer at those who oppos
e their unholy
business, but I remind you that pay day
will come. "BE not
deceived; God is not mocked; for whatsoever
a man 9oweth,
that shall he also reap; he that sowet
h to the flesh, shall of the
flesh reap corruption." They cannot
be a party to making their
fellow-men drunkards and not
escape the inevitable consequences of their sin, for I remind you that
God has spoken
on this subject: "Woe unto the man
who giveth his neighbor
drink, or puttest the bottle to him, and make
s him drunk also.
Thou art filled with shame for glory." (Hab
. 2:15, 16).
_
In making men drunk they are helping
to enlarge hell, for
(;od says that "No drunkard shall inher
it the kingdom of God."
If they are determined to go to
hell anyway, why do they want
to drag the souls of others with
them?
Why not be honest with yourself and
admit that their
putrefying business is a stench on the comm
unity and a re:)roach on society? Why not admit that
it is because of a
reedy covetous heart that they have stifle
d their conscience,
:ultified their reason, and sold their soul
to the devil in order
to fool themselves into going into the diabol
ical business? Have
they said Goodbye to all sense of honor decen
,
cy, virtue and
respectability?
Of course, you may not like to receive this
letter. You may
think I have used rather strong language,
but my only regret is
that f cannot make it stronger.
I believe we have enough praying peopl
e and enough sensible fathers and mothers that have
teen-age children on the
streets that we will not allow whiskey
to come back to our
town or county.
—LUBIN GRISSOM

West State Line
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was one of the large
st
attendances that has eVer been
at
the Mission Sunday evening.
The I
first time to have
services on
Sundar evening. Three
souls
were aved, two on
Saturday
evening. There is Sunday
School
each
Sunday at 10
o'clock,
preaching at 11 and 2:30 p.
m.
and 7:30 p. m. Prayer
meeting
on Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
and
preaching on Saturday eveni
ng
at 7:30. Everyone is invit
ed to
come and bring
someone with
you.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Philli
ps
and sons spent the weekend
in
Mayfield with relatives.
Mrs. Lester
Brown of Fulton
spent Friday with her
daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C.
Olive and Sherrell. They
fixed
lima beans for the locker.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moor
e attended church at the •
Mission
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom
spent awhile Sunday
morning
with Mr. and
Mrs.
Vanford
Smiley of Riceville and atten
ded
church at the Baptist Chur
ch in
the morning, the Mission in
the

RADIO
Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't working right, I can fix it for you
now.
• • •
I have a complete line of
teries for portable sets. batGet
your new ones in time for that
fishing trip, picnic baseb
broadcast or weekend trip.all
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
Fulton vicinity.

Bro- Raper is in a revival
at Frid
ay, Aug. 25, 1950—The
McConnell, Tenn., Church
of
Christ and is well known in
this
community.
CABBAGE VARIATION
Susan
Stokes is visiting her
For a change, could be you'll
grandparents, Mr. mu Mrs.
Ber--. like cabbage boiled with a slice
o. two of lemon in the water.
ry Stokes. in Paducah.
Serve simply with a lump of butter.
CORN AND CHICKEN SOUP
I
If you enjoy
sweet corn as '
much as we do, you will cut in
a small cob, simmer briefly in a'
—See—
small amount of water, and. add
it to cream of chicken soup, seaT.
H.
"To
m" Cowden
soning with salt and good freshly
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
ground black pepper.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main

Since August, 1945...

We've Nearly Doubled the
Number of Telephones
...and we're still on the run!
What an expansion of telephone facilit
ies for
five short years! The number of South
ern Bell
telephones in service has been increa
sed from
1,805,980 at the end of World War II to
3,366,000
today—nearly doubled. Thus, in five years'
time,
we have achieved an increase in telephones
as
large as the increase for the first 63 years
of our
company's history.
And here's more of the five-year pictur

e of progress:
RURAL TELEPHONES tripled ..
.
from 144,721 to 434,000.

LONG DISTANCE CIRCUITS nearly
doubled, going from 9,300 to 16,50
0.
AMOUNT OF MONEY INVESTED
IN TELEPHONE FAtILITIES more
than doubled, advancing from $389,
.
600,000 to $837,000,000.
SERVICE... clearer, faster and
more dependable.The South has experienced five
years
of unprecedented growth... and
a
tremendous upsurge in telephone
demand in town and on the farm.
Meeting this demand has meant
constructing new buildings, installing new central office
equipment and thousands of
miles of wire on pole lines
and in cables.For each telephone added today, qmse
facilities are costing nearly
twice as much as in 1445.

Telephone service is one of the nation
's
assets in any time of emergency. Our fad:Wales
Bad
the skill of telephone men and women were
Never
so far advanced as they are today. Whate
ver
communications needs may arise,
obey will be
met to the utmost

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER

M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
I'lione 155
Fulton

SCUTHERN BELL TEL
EPHONE

RIOC1ETIENOINE11
HYDRA-MAIN OM

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

You Get This "Rocket" Hydra-Matic
Combination at the lowest Price Eve;
...in the Famous Oldsmobile "88"!
Flashing "Rocket" Engine action! Velvet Hydra-Marie smoot
hness!
And now this famous power combination comes at tie-' Imeest roit ever
in Oldsmobile's brilliant "88"! Drive th, aetion star of Oldsmobile
's
Futuramic fleet and discover a new kind of smoothness._
economy.
... thrilling response! Try the flashing
"Rocket" Hydra-Matie "88" at your Oldsmobile drakv's need

•01.1••••itto Hydir•-M•tis Dr)..
wtioleal es

ewe on on ail loodsle.

SEE

YOUR

'Fulton

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 East State Line

li"ot

OOL SPUBLIC HEALTH
SCHISE
RETURN TOADV
DONOVAN
TOPICS

day, Aug. 25, 19501
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EV'ERDAY SPECIAL
at
McDADE'S USED FURN. STORE
couch and
1 good used studio
BUY—SELL--LIRE—RENT
chair at 524.95.
velour living
ied
1 two-piece used
with an economical classif
each
room suite at $27.50.
ad in this column, read
studio couch at $17.95
week throughout the Fulton 1 good used
d
1 good used platform rocker at
trade area. No other metho
$14.95.
reaches so many for so little.
word Other used rockers $3.50 and up.
First Insertion 3c per
dressers $10.00
Good used oak
(minimum, 500)
and up. •
2c
/
Each Succeeding Insertion I1
Nice large dining table 114.95.
per word.
1 good used electric refrigerator
$59.50.
you
help
to
We will be glad
Several nice kitchen cabinets
prepare your ad at our office;
$9.95 and up.
.
or mail it in with the money
These and many more bargains
All classified ads are cash in
can be seen at
advance.
McDADE'S USED FURN.STORE
Henry Bethel, Mgr.
• For Sale
Phone 908
2,16 Church St
BARGAINS IN real estate, I have
EXTRA GOOD
•
prenty of nice homes for sale
Case tractor. 2-12 plow
in town, and a good selection of Used vac
Call 195.
farms at all times. Charles W. and cultivator.
Burrow:

Whether or not a young man
should enroll in' college during
h
the current emergency is answerThe duties of the county ,healt
and
ed as follows by Dr. H. L Dono- unit sanitarian are many
van, president of the Unitrerpity his program changes to meet the
•
of Kentucky:
needs of the particular county to
. "Any young man who has been which he is assigned. Some of his
In college and who has done suc- specific duties include his work
cessful work would be wise to re- in connection with adequate sewand
water
enter:'likewise, it would seem age disposal, safe
advisable for tile student who has milk supplies, rodent and insect
in
e
inspection of
proposed to enroll in colleg
control and the
September to continue. with his camps and swimining pools.
plans."
Generally speaking, the counLocal draft boards are authorsanitarian plans Ath officials
ty
ate
ized to defer men in colleg
ities and with individcommun
of
of
der
tendance for the remain
solution of all prothe
for
uals
they
which
the school year for
nmental sanitaenviro
of
blems
would
this
are enrolled, and
tion.
had
who
t
mean that any studen
In connection with his work he
not been called before the mids samples for laboratory
Collect
reason
might
dle of September
n, such as from the
igatio
invest
the
until
ent
ably expect deferm
as
supply, milk
water
public
June,
in
year
close of the school
y, school water
countr
the
in
sold
said.
an
President Donov
he supplies, etc.
A supplementary policy,
Another important phase of his
pointed out, authorizes occupaenvironin the field of
work
registr
the
for
ent
tional deferm
sanitation is that of school
mental
least
at
ted
comple
has
ant who
and public building inspection.
one academic year of a full-time
Waste disposal, whether from ine
ces
colleg
a
•
Servi
at
ction
instru
of
course
al homes or a community,
dividu
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
tic
scholas
a
with
sity
univer
or
tutes an additional problem
consti
and automatic models, $124.95 DESTROY TEMIYMES. Free inupthe
in
him
g
placin
ng
standi
price
spection. Reasonable
for the county sanitarian in his
and tip. Sales and service.
per half of hii class. The local
disease
McKinney, May-field,
Frank
preventing
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
work of
satisbe
must
er,
howev
board,
Box 471, Phone
Ky. P.
?unlit Ky.
spread by insects and rats.
ed
intend
tully
had
he
that
fied
1309-J.
Inspections of the restaurants
prior to August 1 to enroll in
SEE US POR YOUR PHONOin your town, to insure proper
year.
1
1950-5
the
for
e
colleg
Latest
RECORDS:
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
GRAPH
refrigeration and adequate dish.
Kentucky students who expect
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
washing, is still another phase of
Kenof
sity
Univer
the
attend
long
to
or
h
rd
of
Glass Company, 210 Churc
45 RPM, etc. Standa
the county sanitarian's job
fall
this
time
first
the
for
Waltucky
324
.
Street, Phone 909.
playing. Sport Center
- the sanitation rating of a "A" in
Regist
the
t
contac
to
urged
are
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Rich a place is his report to you.
YOUR PART TO HOLD PRICES DOWN
• ar's Office immediately if they
. 5* a patriotic American and DO
PROFITEERING and HOARDING breed inflation
Studso.
at
done
y
lots
ng
alread
not
Buildi
have
FOR SALE:
Billy C. Fry
ents are still being admitted for
Carr's Park. Call or see Charthe fall semester, which opens
lie Burrow, Fulton, Ky.
• Jeweler
September 11.
FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
Classification tests and phye
Ag
reP°iring
and ci°ck
coupe. Good motor, good brakWatchPromp
sical examinations for all new U.
e
t
servic
es. Has been running every day.
K. students will be held SeptemAll work guaranteed
Best cash offer drives it home.
ber 11-13, registration and classi455
Phone
Phone 470 or 1255. .
fication of all students will be
113 Washington Street
college? Is conducted September 14-18, and
Q.—What about places of rece might before he .is through
,
vre Servic
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Across from the telephone office
sup Selectivect
Still,
whether the draft
j Worried
the government going to finance class work will begin September reation and amusement?
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